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From zodiac signs to flowers and flags,
students adorn arms, hips, shoulders ,md
more with the art of tattoo.

Students lake their money and taste on
the road with tuned up Asian and
European hot wheels.

The Dukes will try to halt a three-game losing streak when they travel to face the
VillanoxM University Wildcats Saturday.
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Athletics
initiates
four-tier
system
The
Department
of
Athletics devised a system
wherein the two-tier system of
scholarship and non-scholarship teams structured in Spring
2001 was further divided into
four separate tiers.
The change was made in
order to best allocate internal resources, according to
Director of Athletics Jeff
Bourne.
Tier I consists of football
and men's and women's basketball. Teams in tier I were
allocated more resources in the
areas of travel and lodging.
The change also detailed
future expectations for each
program. Expectations included the football team finishing
in the top 10 in the nation each
year. According to Bourne,
these expectations are for four
or five years from now.
Tier II teams include baseball, field hockey, lacrosse,
men's and women's soccer,
softball, women's track and
cross country and volleyball.
Each of these teams, with the
exceptions of softball and track
and cross country, will be
expected to participate in
NCAA postseason play once
every four years.
In tier III are men's and
women's golf, men's and
women's gymnastics, men's
and women's swimming,
men's and women's tennis,
men's track and cross country
and wrestling. The teams are
not individually assigned
expectations as in the first two
tiers but an? expected to remain
competitive in the conference.
Bourne said.
Both tier Ml and tier IV
teams are those that are no
longer scholarship programs,
with men's and women's
archery and fencing making up
the fourth tier.
Bourne described the fourth
tier as developmental programs, where many participants would be competiting for
the first time.
The restructuring was
announced to coaches at the
department's divisional meeting in August. Coaches were
not available at press time concerning the affects of these
structural changes and goals.
— compiled from staff reports

Banding together
Four bands play in benefit concert for the American Red Cross Relief Fund

Today:
Sunny

3*

High: 85
Low: 51
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Schools
find new
structure
in CISAT
BY LAUREN HOSPITAL

SARAH lll-R/Mnffpfcittgnyifcr

"ALL TOGETHER ONE:" Four band* with local root* Joined together Monday night In a benefit
concert to raise money for the American Red Cross Relief Fund for victims of the terrorist attacks.
Sponsored by the University Program Board, the concert brought In around $1,000 for the cause.
Performing In Wilson Hall Auditorium, bands Earth to Andy, Small Town Workers, Kl: Theory, and
headlining act Everything, played for free. UPB staff, stage and sound crew worked on a volunteer
basis. Top left, Earth to Andy lead singer Andy belts ETA s folk lyrics; top right, Small Town
Workers guitartist Devon Malone gets energetic and bottom righ, Kl: Theory lead singer and guitarist Joel Burieson performs. Band members said they were disappointed by the turnout, but said
that any money for the cause was more than before. At $8 a ticket, a concert at Wilson hall could
have brought In more than $10,000. See full story, Style page 13.

contributing writer
A restructuring in the
College of Education and
Psychology has resulted in a
departmental relocation of two
schools. The Schools of
Psychology and Kinesiology
and Recreational Studies, both
previously under the College of
Education and Psychology,
have moved under the College
of Integrated Science and
Technology
administrative
structure.
The move will aid the
College of Education in many
of their administrative needs.
The College of Education will
now be able to focus on its
own college, as opposed to
dealing
with
numerous
schools within their college,
according to Jane Halonen,
director of psychology.
Dean of the College of
Education and Psychology,
John Gilje, said the college had
to direct some of itself toward
the Schools of Psychology and
Kinesiology when their prime
goal was not teacher education
Now, with the stand-alone
structure of education, they can
bring focus to educating teaciv
ers and the schools of psychology and kinesiology will not lose
any attention that they deserve,
he said.
The move will keep all three
schools in the front of their
MM 'ii >*1 -it tttt culling edge,
Gilje said. "In no way was the
move due to weakness**, hut
more because of our strengths/'
he said.
"The academic vice president, Doug Brown, challenged
us to think of new ways to
organize psychology," Halonen
MM Various models were pn>posed, such as moving under
the natural sciences academic
structure, or even dividing psychology into different structures. Halonen said she feels
the CISAT structure will be the
best at accommodating both the
science and human services
aspects of the psychology field.
"CISAT was just more aligned
with the focuses of psychology
and kinesiology," Gilje said.
It was decided in June to
implement the schools' move to
*Y
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Law school expo offers legal opportunities
Eleven Mid-Atlantic law schools scout for recruits, give advice on law careers
BY KATIK LEWIS

staff writer

Students interested in law
careers had an opportunity to
gather information and to ask
questions of recruiters representing 11 law schools from the MidAtlantic region at a law school
expo Tut~HI.I\
The expo, held in Taylor 202
from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m., was sponsored by the Academic Advising
and Career Development C entt I
"We're having the law expo
to meet the high density of students who are seeking out law
school opportunities," said Tim
Whelsky, career specialist and
adviser for Academic Advising
and Career Services. "A couple
of years ago, I ML' and the law
schools decided to stop having
the big fairs where hundreds of
schools came. It wasn't a good
idea. With the expo, we wanted
to become more specialized and
give pre-law students opportunities
to
network
with
recruiters."
Over 200 students attended
the expo to find out information
about law schools hum all over

the."ast( ivist
Representatives hum Tne
Columbus School of Law at
Catholic University of America,
The Dickinson School of Law at
Pennsylvania Stale L niversitv,
The George Mason University

-UThe best advice is to
find a school which
suits your personality.
—Angela Schettine
rcpresenlativcniie l'niversil\ of
Richmond School of taw

95
School of Law and The
I niv.TMry of Virginia School of
Law were only a few of the
schools present at the expo.
Each school represent.ih\e
had advice for students interested inpursuing a career in law.
"Tne best advice is to find a
school which suits your personality, said Angela Schettine, rep-

resentative hum Trie Uflhltflfll)
of RichnuHxi School of Law. "Go
visit the school before you
accept; mingle with the students;
sit in a class. Ifs a big commitment to spend three more years
in school."
Faye Shealy, representative of
the College of William & Mary
School ot I tew, Mid, "Those that
are undergraduates slxiuld build
an academic record they can be
proud of. And they should pursue options and opportunities
such as gathering here today at
the expo to plan fttr their future."
Peter Alexander, representative of the Dickinson School of
Law at Perm State, said a liberal
arts backgnmnd is essential for
law school.
"Take as manv liberal arts
courses as you can where you
can analyze and think in a way
that mirrors law school,"
Alexander said "In MM 0.
Mini'" people with .i broad liber.il arts background do bettei
Trie written word is so very
important."
For students unsure about a
law career, Eric Ede, representa-

tive of the Columbus School of
Law at Catholic University of
America, said, "My advice is to
become involved in any prelaw organization on campus or
to work in a law office to get
experience."
JMU's Pre-Law Advising
Center, I leaded by David Jeffrey,
associate dean of the CoUege of
Arts and Letters, and provides
-teSTLDESTS rwyrS

law school tips
I Build an academic
racord you art proud of
| Plan for the future
ITakt liberal art* courses
a* an undergraduate
I Join pre-law organizations or wort in a law
office for experience
I Visit different schools
before you accept

CASEY SI Il.iV\N/„mmbMngpholmirai*,,

Junior Laura Chaffe talka with a representative at the law
school expo Tuesday.
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• An unknown subject reportedly entered a
Forrest D Mathews, 18. ol Fairfax, and Kevin
S. Wietlisbach. 18. of Fairfax, were arrested

vehicle in C4-lot and removed several CDs
and a motorcycle helmet Sept 29 sometime

and charged with possession of manjuana in
Ikenberry Hall Sept. 28 at 10:01 p.m.

between 2 a.m. and 3 p.m.
Petty Larceny
• A JMU student reported an unknown sub-

lowing:

ject removed a Wack-and-tan beaded neck-

Underage Possession of Alcohol

lace and a JAC card that were on a bench at
the UREC practice field Sept. 30 sometime

• Daniel S Prockton,19, of Victor. NY, was
arrested and charged with underage posses-

between 10:05 p.m. and 10:50 p.m.

sion on the south-wesl corner of Duke and

Property Damage
• A JMU student reported that while sitting in

Winbom, 18. of Fairfax Station, were arrested
and charged with underage possession at the

a vehicle, a silver Jeep Grand Cherokee
backed into the right rear ol their vehicle Sept.
29 al 1:58 p.m on the north side of Eagle

Warren Ha* bus slop Sept 30 at 1 59 a.m.

Hall. The dnver reportedly fled the scene
• A telephone box and generator cabinel at

Trespassing

Anthony-Seeger Hall reportedly were spray-

• Non-student Omar D Lee. 26. of

painted There was also spray paint reported
on an Anthony-Seeger Hall chimney on the

Harnsonburg was arrested and charged with
trespassing.
The subject was reportedly causing a disturbance in the courtyard ol White Hall Sept.

south side ol the roof. The incident occurred
sometime between Sept. 28 at 5 p.m. and

Number of drunk in public charges since Aug.
25:38
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i- Eat right, right here

"We're all working together
and everyone's really excited."

A nutrition analyst gives
suggestions to students on
how to eat right on campus

SGA president

SM

DAVID MILLS

below

Analyst shares healthy eating tips
Secrets and suggestions for eating healthy at campus eateries shared
BY MIRANDA BAINES

International
Famished Afghan
children fade away
BY ROBYN DIXON

Los Angeles Times
His name, Shlrln. means
"sweetie." He is about 3 years
old and weighs less than 6 1/2
pounds. He lies, with Hies
crawling around his eyes, in a
room with mud floors and walls
In mountainous Afghanistan,
and the local doctor says he
will die soon of hunger.
But there is no money here.
In fact, his family Is in debt for
whal to its members seems a
large sum: 50 cents.
He lolls on a rough wool
blanket like a small baby, his
tiny fists clenched, his legs
curled up, and he starts to cry.
But even that effort seems to
exhaust him, and he simply
stares at strange visitors with
his big dark eyes.
Twenty-two years ol war
and four years of drought
have devastated Afghanistan,
set AFGHAN, page 4

National
U.S. to unite Afghans
against Taliban
BY DOYLE MCMANUS
AND JOHN DANISZEWSKI

Los Angeles Times
■ In a campaign combining
diplomacy, publicity and covert
funding, the Bush administration Is sending a last-minute
message to tribal leaders
Inside Afghanistan: Abandon
the Taliban or face American
military force.
The U.S. objective, officials
say, Is to weaken or even topple the Taliban regime before
the first shot in the war on terrorism is fired.
But so tar, the results are
uncertain. "We haven't seen
any sign in tho past week of
the kind of major shift we might
hope for," acknowledged a
State Department expert on
Afghanistan.
The United States has delivered Its message from the top,
through President George W.
Bush, British Prime Minister
Tony Blalr and Pakistani
President Pervez Musharraf,
al of whom have warned in the
past two days that the
Taliban's days are numbered.
Officials say that the same
message is also being conveyed more concretely on the
ground through Pakistani officials and U.S. intelligence
agents: Afghans who switch
see U.S.. page 5

Virginia
Virginia man denied
bail in Sept. 11 probe
BY ERIC LICHTBLAU
AND JOSH MEYER

something healthy," he said. He
contributing writer
said the Festival is a good place
Most students face the to eat because there are so many
daunting daily question of what options available.
to choose at a campus dining
The
presentation
also
facility. How many of them are addressed what types of food to
eating right'
eat and in what amounts. Stolle
The University Recreation pinpointed one of the major
Center sponsored a presenta- nutritional problems on camtion Monday that dealt with pus. "A lot of times, college studining on campus called dents don't get enough vegeta"Eating on Campus— Doing it bles," he said. He gave those in
Right."
attendance an idea of how
The presenter, senior Jimmy many calories a person should
Stolle, nutrition analyst for consume in a day and the
UREC and a dietetics major, source of these calories.
made suggestions about how According to Stolle, eating
students can make healthy breakfast is imperative in helpfood choices on
ing the body
campus.
— U «
- bum off calories.
Dana Ensley,
Freshman joe
UREC coordina- If you get something Harar said, "I
tor of fitness and
(now) be
high in fat, try to will
nutrition promore selective in
grams, said the
my choices at the
counter it with
purpose of the
various dining
presentation was
something healthy. halls"
"to help the stuStudents also
dents become
— Jimmy StOlle asked about the
more aware of
UREC nutrition analyst number of calothe choices availries in certain
able."
"foods and what
Stolle comtypes of snacks
mented on the nutritional could be consumed on a reguvalue of the foods available at lar basis.
many of the places to eat on
The presenter advised stu
campus. He said there are dents to make responsible
healthy choices at Dhall, but choices when visiting vending
people tend to eat too much machines, such as choosing
because of the all-you-can-eat pretzels or mints instead of a
atmosphere.
candy bar
When trying to maintain a
Stolle said moderation is the
healthy diet, Stolle advised stay- key. For instance, he said a
ing away from fast food options candy bar is not off limits, but
that are high-fat foods.
the person should choose the
"If you get something high smallest size or save some of it
in fat, try to counter it with for later.

55

Students give art
lessons to local youth
JMU Art Education majors
have lound a new way of
expanding their teaching horizons by participating in a program that teaches local youths
about art.
Lessons are taught in
Anihony-Seeger Hall to area
elementary and middle school
youth between second and
eighth grades at a cost of $10
per lesson. The lessons,
which began three weeks ago
and will run through Nov. 17,
are held Saturdays from 10
a.m. to noon.

In Brief
COLLEEN MORRISON/ronmAwwi, photographer
Senior Stephen Davis speaks at Tuesday's SGA meeting.

Status of major
projects updated

Los Angeles Times

BY JOHN LEONARD

As authorities rounded up
more suspects Wednesday in
the terronsm probe, prosecutors successfully argued
against bail for a Virginia security guard whose phone number was found scrawled on a
map inside a hijacker's car.
Mohamed Abdl was arrested this week on a check-forgery charge. Investigators
want to find out why his phone
number and a variation of his
first name were written on a
Washington, DC, map that
was found the day after the
attacks Inside a car found
parked in the hourly lot at
Dulles International Airport.
Also lound in the car, federal authorities disclosed in a
court filing, were four drawings of the cockpit of a
Boeing 757 airplane, a
cashiers check made out to
■ flight school in Phoenix,
and a box-cutter utility knife
— th« same type apparently
used by the hijackere.
The 1988 Toyota lound at
the airport was registered to
Nawat Alhamzl. a former resident of San Diego and Lemon
Grove whom authorities have
Identified as one of the five
hijackers on the 757 that
departed from Dulles and was
crashed into the Pentagon.

SGA reporter
The Student Government
Association presented updates
on
several
previously
announced projects during its
weekly meeting Tuesday.
SGA President Dave Mills
reported on his initiative to
bring JAC card use to off-campus locations.
Mills said Towana Moore,
director
of
Facilities
Management, is currently
looking at contracts between
businesses and universities at
0tnH schools.
"The progress is fabulous,"
Mills said. "We've got sample
contracts from other universities with similar programs. We
are looking at the programs to
see what will work for
Harrisonburg. In this past week,
we've done a lot of research."
Once JMU implements the
program, it will join several
other Virginia schools in providing off-campus card use.
"It's really nice for JMU not to be
ground zero," Mills said. "By
ground zero I mean that JMU
won't have to be the pioneer university in using student IDs off
campus. It's nice that other universities have programs like this
implemented, and we'll be
working with an established set

,

tetSOMAUAN.paget

KATIE MC LI >UGIII.IN'iimlnbuiag phaographtr

Senior Jimmy Stolle, nutrition analyst at UREC, answered students' questions about what type*
of snacks should be consumed on a regular basis and how to cut down on unhealthy foods.

of programs. That will make it a
little easier for us."
Mills said, "We're working
to cut and paste parts of different programs to find some
something that A-orks for
Harrisonburg. We're all working together and everyone's
really excited."
Mills also is in the early
stages of organizing a forum to
"voice concerns about pedestrian issues" regarding the hazards students and faculty face in
crossing South Main Street.
Over the past year, several students and a faculty member
have been hit crossing the street.
Senior Chris Fortier, the SGA
treasurer, began work to fulfill
his campaign promise to bring
more accountability to the
financial side of SGA. Every
committee was given a detailed
budget by Fortier. He said he
plans to research different programs and present his findings
later in the year.
Sophomore Ashley Morris,
vice president of Academic
Affairs, urged students to "come
join in the spirit of JMU" on Oct
14 at Bridgeforth Stadium by
being a part of the human flag.
The Dietetics Club bill, previously in the Senate Finance
Committee, passed by unanimous consent.

The program was designed
by Art Education Department
Coordinator
Katherlne
Schwartz and Cindy Gussler.
a graduate certified teacher who
acts as the program's facilitator

Schwartz said art education
majors are required to teach
the lessons as a part of a
practicum class. The JMU students design and teach the
curriculum under Ihe supervision of Schwartz and Gussler
as a way of getting first-hand
experience in teaching art,
she said
The goal of the program is to
teach JMU students how to
plan, teach and evaluate an art
lesson and to give quality lessons to youth as a service to
the community, Gussler said.
Schwartz added that It was
her goal to prepare the finest art
educators in the world.
Art Education majors teach
the youth in a variety of areas
such as printmaking, expressional and impressional painting, ceramics, photography,
and collage.
Another learning technique
that is used to benefit the Art
Education majors is that of
videotaping the lessons. This
reflective teaching is useful
for students because they
can watch themselves teach
and evaluate their progress

as well as the progress of
their peers.
"JMU Is one of the only
schools that provides student*;
with the opportunity to teach
and have their lessons videolaped for the purpose of selfreflection
and
growth,"
Schwartz said.
Gussler said Harrisonburg
area youth were made aware of
the program though filers and
posters that she circulated
around town. Daily NewsRecord advertisements, and
word of mouth.
Schwartz said the program
has been quite successful as
there is a waiting list for students to get into the classes.
For this reason, two more classes were added to the original
line up; "Collage" on Nov. 10
and "Painting with the
Impressionists" on Nov. 17. For
more Information about art lessons, contact Cindy Gussler at
5640553.

—from stall reports

Long-distance love

IRENE WAZGOWSKA/iiMHturini photographer

Junior Mala Pagllnawan adds Items to a list about the hardships of maintaining long
distance relationships during a Long Distance Relationship Program Tuesday. The
program was held In the Hanson Hall TV lounge.
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Afghan youth starve in drought and war
\K.IIW.

m page 3

waving millions f.icing hunger
<irui the ihre.u of starvation
With the United StatM l.ir
geting Afghanistan in its campaign against International terrorism, and tens of thousands
fleeing cities for fear of bomb
strikes. International aid agendaa .ire wanting of a humanitarian cataatzopna.
I -i-t week, UN. emergency
relief
coordinator,
Kenzo
( Mum.i. calltd Afghanistan the
site of the world's worst
humanitarian crisis
Shirin's mother already lost
three children, all of whom died
in infancy from the combined
effects of huna)BT and illness.
( I|M ol Shinn's grandmothers
lost five of her nine children for
the same reason.
The child's father is away on
the front line fighting the
Taliban, Afghanistan's radical
Islamic regime.
"Many children in this villagC have died," Shirin's 15year-old uncle, Asef, said. "We
don't count them.''
But ask other families in
Ejan, 70 miles northwest of the
capital Kabul, and they count
their own dead. At the other
end of the village, Mohammed
Agram, 65, buried his granddaughter. Solatia, age 1, six
weeks ago She died from starvation and dysentery He has
had 12 sons and daughters, but
six of them died in infancy
Majestic peaks loom imperiously above the Salang Clorge,
where Fjan sits A burbling river

raoai ovai white boulden\ and
golden trees glitter in the sun.
This gorge was the scene of

some of the flarcasl battles
between Soviet soldiers and
Muattm reaartanoB Rghtara, or
moujahedeen, in the l*WfW
Affehaniatan war.
Slow, when children such as
Soleha and Shinn Ml ridt their
parents go to a local clinic run by

Nations reports, people are eating grass ami loCUflCI to survive.
I lard ship and hunger have
gnawed down Hjan's population. It has shrunk from about

500raotftoto50or6Q,
"Life is difficult. There are no
doctors, no medicines, no food,"
Agram Mid When his family
approached Najib for help, the
doctor did visit their home, hut
it was loo late to save Soleha.
At the top of a steep, slippery, rocky track lies the mud
hut where Shirin's family lives.
A child's plastic shoe lay abandoned at the door.
His relatives feed the dying
boy the only fixxl they have —
one daily meal of flat bread. He
fell ill with dysentery and began
vomiting six months ago.
The family sold its stocks of
winter food and borrowed 50
cents to scrape together $4.60
for treatment.
"We spent our money trying
to save him, but it did no good,"
said his mother, Zergul. 32, covering her mouth with a delicate
shawl as she spoke. The mud
floor of the home's second room
was bare. In one corner was a
pile of shabby bedding.
Shirin's tiny frame is so frail
that he cannot wipe the flies
from his eyes, let alone sit up.
He is so small that it is difficult
to believe that he is 3, but both
Najib, the doctor, and members
of the family said he is
Najib said Shirin has always
been a tiny, wasted figure
because of poor nourishment.
"It's a problem with food
The child has no energy. He
needs good food and good
treatment. He's going to die
within six months," Najib said.

I mensem K an aid agency baaed
in Milan, Itily, that assists 4j\il
ian victims of war. The doctor
there, Mohammed Najib, said
that he cannot do anything to
save st.ir\ ing children.
"That is not our duty. Our
role is to help only those
wounded by mines or bullet
wounds or shrapnel," he
explained blandly The clinic
takes about one case involving
wounds monthly, while about
150 to 200 children have died of
hunger and related illness in the
region this year, he laid
Najib said there are 6,000
people living in the region, 2,000
of whom do not have enough
food. Many families only have
dried mulberries to live on.
"We don't have the meant to
help them. So far, no one helps
the hungry children," he add
The life expectancy in
Afghanistan, according to the
United Nations, is 46 vears and
it has one of the highest infant
mortality rates in the world.
The United Nations has just
launched an appeal for $584
million to feed 7.5 million
Afghans suffering from hunger
and displacement because <>t
war and drought.
Life in this valley has always
been harsh, but according to
Agram, this year has been the
v\»>is| Ahead lies the toughesi
time of year, winter. In some
parts of the country, the United

YURI KOZYREV/Iff Angel" I »■■
Shirin. 3, lolls In the arms of his brother In Ejan, Afanistan. The family is almost out of food.

Somalian man to be held in Va. without bond for suspected connection to Sept. 11 attacks
SOMAUAN, from past- ^
The cockpit drawings, the
maps of Washington and New
York, and other items found in
Alhamzi's car offer further
insight into the meticulous
planning behind the terrorist
attacks, which killed nearly
7,000 people.
In Alexandria an attorney for
Abdi said in court Wednesday
that his client did not know anything about the hijackings and

had no idea why his name and
phone
number
were
in
Alhamzi's car.
Defense attorney Joseph
Bowman said Abdi, a naturalized U.S. citizen from
Somalia who was arrested
this week on
unrelated
charges of check-forging,
simply had "his name found
in an unfortunate place."
FBI Agent Kevin W. Ashby
testified that when he pressed
Abdi to explain why his name

was on the hijackers' map, the
defendant said he gave his car
to the Salvation Army in 1999
and that perhaps he had left
the map behind in the vehicle.
But Ashby testified that Abdi
didn't have that phone number in 1999.
The prosecutor in the case.
Assistant US. Attorney Robert
Spencer, said Abdi is an essential witness in the case and, hint
ing at a broader role. Mid he
"may be more" than that

When Abdi was arrest, d
this
week,
investigators
found in his possession a
copy of an article about
Ahmed Ressam, the convicted terrorist whose plot to
bomb LAX was thwarted in
1999 when he was caught at
the U.S.-Canadian border
with massive amounts of
explosives in his car.
The Ressam article found on
Abdi has interested investigators, as has the fact that he once

worked for an airline food company. A law enforcement source
cautioned that investigators are
uncertain if Abdi might have
been connected to the hijackers.
"We just don't know on this
one," said the official, who
asked not to be identified. "If
you look at his profile — he has
kids, he's Somali, he's been here
for a long time — he just doesn't
seem to fit very well with the
the profile of any of these other
guys (in the hijackings)."

Spencer, the prosecutor,
argued in court Wednesday
against setting Abdi free on
bond while his check-forging
case is heard. Even though the
defendant has four children in
the United States, Spencer slid
that "the pressure on him to
abscond will be incredible."
U.S. Magistrate Welton
Curtis Sewell agreed, and
ordered Abdi to be held without bond.
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Contact Coach Russ
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Convo, Rm. 115
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Students
learn about
law careers
at expo
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Colleges move under CISAT administration
COUJiGES.from page 1
CISAT
CISAT was more than willing to take these new schools
on, according to ferry Benson,
dean of CISAT "I just see it as
more people working together," he said.
The School of Psychology is
trying to make the change in
policies as smooth as possible,
Halonen said. "We are going
policy by policy as we dewlop," she said.
Benson said he agreed that
the move was a positive one.
"There are a number of health
and human sciences aspects
that kinesiology and psychology already interface," Benson
said. "We realized that [these

STUDENTS, from page 1
students of any major the chance
to hear guest speakers ranging
from lawyers to law students
speak about their experiences
"The Pre-Law Society brings
lawyers, directors of admissions
and law students to talk to the
group," Jeffrey said. "List year
we had seven JMU grads that
were first years at the UVa.
School of I .aw speak about what
law school and the application
process was like."

46-

schools] are a nice fit."
Some of the new procedures
will include a change of attendance and withdrawal policies
and course approval. It will just
be a matter of different people
making
final
decisions,
I UOM-1 said. However, some
processes are staying the same,
such as the faculty tenure
method, according to Halonen
The change of structure
mainly will affect the unit
heads, as in department heads
or directors, and not the individual professors or students.
"The day-to-day operation will
stay the same," Halonen Mid
The change in structure
will not affect students,
according to Michael Stoloff,

psychology undergraduate
program director.
Junior Kristin Sofield, psychology major and psychology
peer advisor said, "I don't think
most people even know about
the move."
Junior Tim Gilchrist, a kinesiology major, and junior Kate
Fangboner. a psychology major
and education minor, both said
that they haven't noticed any
changes from students' perspectives and didn't even know
about the change in structures.
Halonen said, "We may
have more of a walk for some
meetings," because some of the
nuvtings are now held in the
ISAT building. Overall, there
will be no physical relocation.

Long term, the move will
"open up and facilitate conversation on grants and collective
research," Halonen said. "We are
going to take advantage of this
technology-oriented group."
®ne aspect that CISAT
excels in that psychology
would like to be involved in is
their international experiences,
Halonen said. Psychology does
have an international interest
and will look to set up study
abroad programs for its majors
in the future, she said.
One concern that has been
brought to Stoloff's attention is
the location of the school's
graduation ceremonies. The
Psychology Peer Advisors started a petition for graduation to

remain on the Quad, as it was in
previous years, instead of moving to Bridgeforth Stadium,
where CISAT holds its gradua
hon ceremonies.
Psychology does not have a
plan for the location yet
According to Stoloff, it has to
change because psychology
cannot graduate with the
College of Education anymore,
but he said he thinks CISAT's
graduation is long enough as it
is. It will be up to the deans to
decide, Stoloff said.
"This [graduation setup) is
the best configuration for this
time, |bul] then' is a strong possibility that we will be under
this configuration for a long
time," Halonen said.

U.S., Pakistan focus on two Taliban groups

It saved a lot of time
because you don't
have to visit or call
each individual
school.

U.S.,frompage3
sides can count on money and
other help from the United
States, and perhaps even a place
in a post-Taliban government,
but those who stay with the
Taliban should be ready to fight.
The CIA "is doing a lot of
hard work to persuade people
in Afghanistan to reconsider
their chosen path," one official
said. "We hope it succeeds."
He refused to provide
details, but several officials
acknowledged that the CIA
was authorized to offer money
and support to would-be defectors from the Taliban side.
"Bribing people to defect
from one side to another has
been going on for a long lime in
Afghanistan, and the same
process is going on now," one
official said.
The United States and
Pakistan are focusing on two key
groups; possible "moderate" elements within the militant Taliban
movement and traditional tribal
leaders who have supported the
Taliban as a matter of convenience more than ideology.
"There has always been a
division between the mullahs
(Muslim clergy) who are the
Taliban's main base of support
and the traditional leaders," the

— Sara Virasleh
senior

•99
The Pre-Law Advising
Center is located in Harrison
A102 and is open from 8a.m. to
noon and 1 to 5 p.m., Mondav

through Friday.
Most students agreed that the"
law school expo was a success.
"The expo was really helpful,"senior Sara Virasteh said. "It
saved a lot o( time because you
don't have to visit or call each
individual school. It was good to
have that one-on-one experience
with the recruiters, too."
Senior Michael Good said,
"It was very informative. I
would have liked to have seen
more schools along the East
Coast, though."
Senior Chris Fortier said, "1
thought the expo was very
good. Talking to the people
there put me at ease. I got a lot
of literature which will be
very helpful."

State IX'partmcnt official said.
Secretary of Defense Donald
H. Rumsfeld, in an interview
with ABC television, said he
saw signs of a split at the heart
of the Taliban regime.
"There are ... factions within
the Taliban that disagree with
(Mullah Mohammed) Omar
and the Taliban leadership with
respect to its coddling and
assisting ol the al Qaida terror
ist group," Rumsfeld said. "So
there are factions within factions, and certainly it's our
interest to see that the factions
that are in tavor ot the Afghan
people and who are against
international terrorism are the
ones that prevail."
But other officials warned
that the evidence of internal
division within the regime was
far from clear
"The signs point in every
possible direction," one said.
"There are indeed signs of
cracks and fissures, but nothing
you'd call a crevasse. We don't
take too much comfort from
that. When a regime is under
pressure, you expect to see
some cracks."
In Islamabad, Pakistani officials said they were trying to persuade moderate elements of the
Taliban government either to

500,000 NewBooks

60%-90% off retail

defect or to meet the U.S. demand
to surrender terrorist leader
Osama bin Laden and his aides.
"One way or another, we
need to convey to the (moderate) Taliban where Bin Laden
stands,"
a
high-ranking
Pakistani source said after U.S.
Ambassador
Wendy
Chamberlin presented President
Musharraf with evidence of the
case against the terrorist

-4 6
// 's probably a mistake
to talk about the
Taliban in categories
like moderate and
radical.
— Paula Newberg
U.N. consultant
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Future exchanges with
Taliban officials, he said, would
"reflect our understanding of
the evidence."
Pakistan in recent days has
helped to identify several dozen
figures in the Taliban government and the Afghan diaspora

who might be of use in forming
a new, post-Taliban government, the same source said,
adding that efforts to identify a
possible alternative government
to the Taliban were accelerating.
The United States has supported a joint effort by
Afghanistan's 86-year-old exiled
king, Mohammed Zahir Shah,
and the country's main opposition force, the Northern Alliance,
to form a new government.
The Northern Alliance and
the former monarch agreed on
Monday to namea 120-member
Supreme Council for National
Unity representing all Afghan
tribes and ethnic groups, and
call it into session in Rome by
the end of the month.
But the effort faces several
problems.
The
Northern
Alliance is made up almost
entirely of Tajiks and other
northern ethnic groups, traditional rivals to the Pushtuns,
who are the Taliban's base of
support. The king and many of
the exile groups that support
him have been in only intermittent touch with people inside
the country.
That's why the United States
and Pakistan are now focusing
on groups inside Taliban-ruled
areas, like the tribal leaders.

Scott

But the Taliban, apparently
recognizing their potential
political vulnerability, have
already moved to shore up support. On Monday, the Taliban
announced a power-sharing
deal that would give government positions to representatives or minority southern tribes
in several strategic border
provinces.
"It's probably a mistake to
talk about the Taliban in categories like moderate and radical," said Paula Newberg, a
South Asia expert and U.N. consultant. 'The more significant
factor is likely to be the border
tribes whose job it has been for
decades to mediate" between the
interior and the outside world.
Newberg said U.S. efforts to
woo defectors may suffer from
the view held by many Afghans
that the United States, which
supported their fight against
the Soviet Union in the 1980s,
lost interest in their country
once the Soviets were gone.
"The United States is trying
to communicate to people who
might be thinking about jumping ship that there's a place for
them to jump to," she said. "But
it's not clear that these people
will see the United States as the
most reliable ally."
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Northwestern U. outdoor UVa. honor committee reviews
smoking policy heats up term paper plagiarism charges
student, faculty debates
BY SARAH SALWEN

Cavalier Daily

BY PATRICIA LIAO

Daily Northwestern
Clouds of smoke around
campus buildings only annoy
some Northwestern University
non-smokers. But some with
respiratory problems and other
health issues say the university
should take action against the
dangers of second-hand smoke.
Before arriving at NU, freshman Katie fames, an asthmatic,
had to go to the hospital for
treatment
after
walking
through smoke.
"There's nothing you can
do about it." James said. "You
just have to walk through the
smoke and not breathe. It
would definitely help if they
restrict smokers to certain
areas rather than exposing
everyone to it."
Santa
Fe
Community
College in Gainesville, Fla.,
began enforcing a new smoking
policy this August to accommodate non-smokers.
College police now can write
tickets to students and staff
members who smoke outside
designated areas on campus,
dubbed "butt huts " The college
built the smoking pavilions in
fall 1999 so smokers could stay
dry when it rains.
While wanting to respect
the wishes of non-smokers,
some NU smokers said they
believe that it's important to
acknowledge smokers' rights
as well.
I smoke 10 feet away from
any building door and never
inside buildings, but I would
not like to be restricted to certain
areas." said Mike Fuller, a thirdyear graduate student.
Some NU students said confining smokers to certain areas
would be unfair since the university has not had any serious
problems with violation of
smoking policies.
"I don't think smoking is a
problem here on campus," said
sophomore Neal Sawlani, a
non-smoker "We don't need
those policies here."

It

.ompcer

But other non-smokers said
second-hand smoke is thnutening and the isolation of smokers
is necessary.
Anamika Khama, an office
assistant in the life science
department, said smoke didn't
affect her until recently.
"Smokers bother me a lot
now that I'm pregnant,"
Khama said. "It's really selfish
and ignorant for people to
smoke in public places. I think
some kind of fines or punishment would help."
At Santa Fe Community
College, violators of the
smoking policy have to take a
three-hour seminar to learn
about dangers of smoking

-66I'm not into policing
smokers unless things
get out of hand.
— Rodriguez Grav
tfnior, Northwestern 0.

■99
and smokers' responsibility to
the community.
Violators of the smoking
policy are allowed to appr.il
their referrals, said Dug )ones.
the college's director of the
Center for Student Leadership
and Activities.
Appeals may be denied or
approved, or the seminar
may be replaced by an alternative sanction enforcing the
educational aspect of the
smoking policy.
Around 85 students have
received referrals for smoking in
undesignated areas. Out of
those referrals, Jones has given
25 alternative sanctions as a
result of student appeals.
A student majoring in graphic design created new no amok*
bw signs instead of taking the
three-hour class.

A business major wrote a
paper on the economic impacts
of smoking.
Another student wrote a
paper on the effects of secondhand smoke on children.
"It is important to me ami
valuable to the students that the
policy is not meant to be punitive," (ones said. "The good
thin^ about enforcing the policy
is that we have absolutely succeeded in getting smokers away
from buildings, which was what
the majority of the complaints
were about."
NU administrators determine smoking policies separately for individual colleges
and buildings, but in many
places smokers face no punishment if caught smoking in
undesignated areas. They simply put out their cigarettes or
smoke elsewhere.
"Buildings in general are
smoke-free, and smoking is
allowed everywhere outdoors,"
said Marvin Lofquist. an assistant dean of the Weinberg
College of Arts and Sciences.
"Of course, the rights of nonsmokers take precedence."
Besides just outside, smokers
can smoke during certain hours
and in certain areas at Norris
University Center.
"You can smoke in the south
portion of the 1999 dining room
after 8 p.m. and in the designated areas of the game room,"
said Joe Mroczkowski, associate director of planning and
program development.
"Two years ago, the advisory board changed the rule
from 2 p.m. to 8 p.m. to allow
people to have breakfast,
lunch and dinner in a smokefree atmosphere."
Whatever the rules, senior
Rodriguez Gray said all he
wants is a little courtesy.
"If smokers were considerate and responsible then we
wouldn't have a problem." he
said. "I'm not into policing
smokers unless things get out
of hand."

The University of Virginia
Honor Committee has dealt
with 55 of the 145 plagiarism
cases initiated by Physics
Professor Louis Bloomfield
beginning in April 2001.
But. according to statistics
released Monday, the committee still faces nearly 90 that committee members hope to investigate by winter break.
"I wish it were going faster,"
committee Chairman Thomas
11.ill said of the process
So far, the committee has
held two trials related to the
Bloomfield cases and delivered
two guilty verdicts. One of these
trials took place in late June and
the other in mid-September.
Four students also have left
the University admitting guilt.
"The most restricting factor is the level of cooperation
of the students involved,"
Hall said
Some of the involved students are abroad, some have
transferred and some are refus-

ing to communicate with the
committee's support officers.
Vice Chairman for Investigations
Cara Coolbaugh said
"If a student is currently
enrolled, their case will be
processed," Hall said.
Coolbaugh said cases are not
dropped when students transfer.
Many of the support officers also are very busy and
there are scheduling conflicts,
Coolbaugh said.
Bloomfield developed a
computer program to catch
students who plagiarized
significant portions of their
term papers. He initially
charged 122 students with
plagiarism, but since last
semester, the number has
risen to 145.
Of the 55 closed cases, 13
were dropped before the investigation panel, 27 were dropped
at the investigation panel and 15
were sent to trial.
The investigation panel consists of three committee members, who hear information
gathered on the case and

U. Penn fights on-campus theft
BY DINA ACKERMAN

Daily Pennsylvanian
Student civil rights activists
and
the
Undergraduate
Assembly debated with the
University of Pennsylvania's
top safety official Sunday
night over a hotly contested
university
proposal
that
would ask students, faculty
and staff to wear their
PennCards at all times.
Despite Sunday night's
discussions, the UA ultimately decided that the group
needed more information
before its members could
agree upon a formal stance on
the issue. The matter was delegated to the UA's West
Philadelphia subcommittee.
The Division of Public Safety
recently proposed a voluntary
policy asking the Penn community to wear their Penn IDs to
enter academic buildings.
Right now, University policy
requires Penn IDs to be worn
from 10 p.m. until 7 a.m, while

the proposed policy would be in
effect 24 hours a dayVice President for Public
Safety Maureen Rush stressed
that although the proposal came
shortly after the Sept. 11 terrorist
attacks, it was not directly linked
to the strikes on New York and
Washington.
Instead,
she
claimed, the ID policy is intended to curb on-campus theft.
"l.ooking at the crime statistics, you see that most thefts
occur during the day," Rush said.
But shortly after her pre
sentation, numerous UA members stressed concerns that the
proposed
policy
would
infringe upon the privacy of
Penn students.
While Rush maintained that
most crime on campus was committed by those unaffiliated with
the university, students bounced
back concerns that a tighter security policy would actually escalate students' safety concerns.
Rush, who has been at Penn
for seven years, disagreed.
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"I've seen the rise in police
officers over the past several
years," she said. "In 1995-19%,
people couldn't see enough
cops. The increased uniformed
police presence has made people feel safer."
"When considering whether
our loss of freedom is worth
what the university promises to
deliver in the arena of safety,
note that there is not much, if
any, evidence that these universal ID systems deter illegal
activity," Brown said.
Ultimately, the UA decided
that it simply didn't have
enough information to vote on
the issue, citing, among other
things, the lack of statistics Rush
brought to support the position
of the Division of Public Safety.
Similarly, UA members were
concerned that they never saw a
written copy of the proposal.
The UA will vote next
week on whether to support
or to stand against the university's proposal.
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decide, based on a standard of
more-likely-than-not, either to
drop the charges or send the
case to trial.
The apparently disproportionate number of dropped
cases is because of the number
of students who did not realize
their papers were being plagiarized, Coolbaugh said.
Bloomfield's
program
implicates both the source and
the receiver of the paper, but
often
the source
wasn't
involved, she said.
The committee has prioritized the cases into three blocks
according to how quickly the
involved studerts wanted their
cases processed, she said.
The Committee still is processing the high-priority cases
in block one Currently, 14 cases
await trial.
It is unlikely that any of
these will occur until after fall
break. Vice Chairman for Trials
Christopher Scott said.
"But it's going well — as
well as can be expected,"
Scott said.
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'"You going to class
today? How about a little
courtesy and going to
mine, too?'"
JOE LARSON

columnist
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"But sometimes we give
up our personal ambitions
and work toward the
greater good."
see house editorial, below

see story, below
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JOE LARSON
FROM THE WIRE

Courtesy should
be brought back

-Vl-L.

HOUSE

EDITORIAL

Students search for the greater good
It's usually every man
lor himself. A search for
glory where only one person makes it to the top;
where people get voted
off the island until only
one remains.
The American way of
life is often seen as climbing your own personal
ladder of success, of driving the nicer car and keeping up with the Jones.
But sometimes we give
up our personal ambitions ana work toward
the greater good.
Such has been the case
.ill over the country since
Sept. 11, as individuals
selflessly have set aside
their interests to help
those in need.
Even after the streets of
New
York
City
and
Washington, DC. are clear
of dust and rubble and business is running as usual, the
holes left in the lives of
those who lost a loved one
will never be filled.
While no car wash,
fund-raising drive or bake
sale can do enough to help

all of those in need as a raise money.
result of the tragedy, the
Sponsored
by
the
efforts of all of those University
Program
around the country work- Board, the event was "an
ing for the same cause has attempt to bring students
made a difference that will together to collectively
be felt for years to come.
reflect upon what hapOften, people don't pened and raise some
think
they
money
to
have time to
6 4
-help,"
according to
give
from
their
busy
Often, people don 'I Mike
schedules or
Mou tenot,
money
to think they have time to director of
media relaspare for a
charity
or
tive from their busy |'°"s . f°r
cause,
and
, . ,
UPB, in the
rarely do four
schedules...
oct t issue
of The Hreeze.
bands come
••
Although
together
to
play free of
the
house
charge, with
may
not
the proceeds of the con- have been full Monday
cert going to the Red night at Wilson Hall, the
Cross Liberty Relief Fund. event still brought in
At the All Together close to $1,000 to aid in
One" benefit concert on relief efforts.
Oct. 1, bands with local
Though the concert is
roots, Everything, Earth perhaps the most recent
to Andy, Ki: Theory and attempt to help, the bands
Small Town
Workers, and the organization Ihey
devoted their time and worked with are not alone
energy to provide enter- in their efforts.
tainment as a means to
Prior to Monday's con-
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cert,
the
Student
Government Association,
Facilities
Management
and Human Resources
joined to set up drop-off
centers for people to
donate supplies needed
by the victims and rescue
workers.
This by no means
encompasses all the community has done to aid in
the
situation.
WXJM
sponsored "COOL AID,"
an event featuring six
bands in PC Ballroom
with proceeds going to
the
New
York
Firefighters Fund, various Greek and service
organizations
donated
time and money and
blood drives are still a
common sight around
Harrisonburg.
The need is not going
to cease any time soon.
We hope the momentum
that has been building
through the month of
September will continue
as our country faces one
of the greatest challenges
ol the 20th centurv.

In a world filled with war.
famine, mistrust, sin. prejudice. The Backstreet Boys and
dentists, it's sometimes hard to
know what to do. World leaders, peace activists, monks.
firiests, teachers, parents, revoutionaries and billions of
other regular people have been
trying to construct a solution
for the world's problems since
Eve made Adam eat the forbidden fruit, the Icttott
I suspect that if the two
original members of the
human race never ale that
apple, we would never have
had to worry about this kind
of stuff, but that is almost completely beside the point.
What is the point? The
point is that the world is a
pretty scary place which, when
it rears its ugly head, has to
make one wonder about just
what the heck the solution is
for all this hullabaloo.
Well my friends, I'm happy
to report that my slightly less
than 21-year-old mind has discovered a principle that could
not only modify your lives but
the world as a whole. This
principle could take the world
from
its stinky, greasy,
unshaven, messy slumber and
throw it into the bathroom
only to emerge 15 minutes
later as a clean, fantasticsmelling dynamo with bright
white teeth shining through a
million dollar smile. It could
happen. All we have to do is
use a little courtesy.
This principle dawned upon
me and my roommates last
year when we were trying to
watch television for extended
periods of time without losing
our seats if we had to gel up
and go to the bathroom or leave
for some other reason (another
cocktail, maybe?).
When I arrived at the
University of Notre Dame my
freshman year, I was jumped
by the notion of "fives." This
mosl annoying and frustrating
institution involves a person
leaving Ins or her seat and hav
ing to call "fives" in order to
prevent his or her buddies, sitting there like vultures watching their friend die in the
desert, rush to take the open
and obviously better seat.
Dismayed by this, because I
always forgot to say "fives," 1
presented the idea that maybe
everyone should |ust let the
person have his seat back

when he returned.
Apparently this was not an
option. So we floundered lor
Iwo years in the cut-throat
world of "fives," until the
courtesy principle appeared
like Gabriel lo the Virgin Mary
before our eyes.
The arrival actually wasn't
that much different from any
other regularly obnoxious
comment coming from the
peanut gallery in the idiocracy.
One particular member of the
board came back to the living
room and, finding his seat
stolen, exclaimed, "I low about
a little courtesy?"
A phenomenon was born.
"You getting another cocktail? How about a little courtesy and grab me one, too?"
"You going to the store?
How about a little courtesy
and picking me up a Slurpee?"
"You going lo class today?
How about a little courtesy
and going to mine, loo?"
The idiocracy was transforming before our very eyes.
This new-fangled principle of
courtesy was great. If you did
something for your buddy
then the next time, he did
something for you. If you
needed something that someone could gel without loo
much trouble, then your need
was fulfilled. It was beautiful.
Now like anything, this
principle can be carried too far.
Sometimes requests are illadvised and simply unfulfillable, but the overarching
theme is definitely evident.
Every so often, if you do something courteous for someone
and Ihey do something courteous for you, things are better.
Small, annoying edges are
taken off your daily routine.
Your overall disposition is sunnier — ever so slightly, but
sunnier nonetheless Things
are belter — not that much better, but noticeably belter.
Courtesy is something that
our parents and teachers push
on us from day one when we're
little Courtesy is one of the
first things your kindergarten
laafhsi told you about. When
you didn't share the crayons
with your classmates, she told
you that you should. When
you picked on your younger
sibling or told on your older
sibling, your parents told you
thai you shouldn't.
Bill somewhere during our
see RETURN, page 8

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Alum finds Spotlight
answer offensive
To the Editor
As a former Breeze section
editor and ]MU alumna, I'm
quite disappointed that you
chose a quote for your campus
spotlight that discusses the
' smell of dead bodies at 8
a.m." After Sept. 11's events
and the tragic mood in this
country, I cannot believe you
willfully printed such an editorial foul-up. I live and work in
New York City, and it's clear
that you and your staff an'
very far away from what has
occurred here, physically and
emotionally.
Angela Krum
Class of 1998

Student takes issue
with political article
To the Editor.
I read an article in the Oct. 1
edition of Tfte Breeze thai I
found to be quite disheartening. It wasn'l so much the arli
cle itself, as it was a quote
included within. The article in
Suestion was titled "Love or
far?" and its intended pur
pose was lo illustrate that there
are differences of opinion as to
what the United Slates should
do in response to the Sept. 11
terrorist attacks.
What I was left with alter
reading the article was nol
what its author had intended,
I'm sure. I felt disgust and dis-

belief in response to the quote
made by College Democrats
President Lynnette Dial She
is quoted as saying, "The
Democratic Party doesn't
require members to agree
with every detail of their platform. Unlike more conservative parties, we are an open
lent parly and therefore allow
our members lo make up their
own minds."
Diaz might care to know
that contrary to her belief, conservatives are nol brainwashed
conformists. Noting our minority on this campus, it's hard to
say we're conformists at all.
First of all, I will refer her and
anyone who holds similar
betted to the article written by
Wesley Hedgepeth in the same
edition of The Breeze litled
"Conservatism and minorities
do mix." The article explains
thai conservatives often do
have conflicting opinions
among each other, and thai is
welcomed The Republican
Party is a very diverts political
movement, which is indeed .ill
inclusive. One needs only lo
look at President Bush's
Cabinet to see that. For the first
lime in history, an African
American is second in line to
replace thepn-snlent
Upon further investigation
you will tind that not only are
conservatives open-minded
and inviting, but liberals seem
to be closed-minded and exclusive. Remember last year when
the DemivuN ncntelteri Chiet
Justice CLuviue Thomas'
speech? Yes, these liberals ,ire
open-minded and accepting ol

others' views, as long as these
views stay in line with theirs.
Once that changes, they try to
silence you.
More evidence supporting
this argument can be seen on
the news and on campus every
day. I urge people lo pay attention to the worid of politics. I'm
sure others will come to the
realization
that
while
Democrats pride themselves
on being the inviting, openminded, and all-inclusive
party, it couldn't be farther
from the truth.
Chris I .»nun
sophomore, history

Students urged to
assist national effort
To the Editor
In the Oct. 1 issue of The
Rneze, a group of ]MU students
are holding a banner on the
mint page "JMU STUDENTS
FOR PEACE" and "No War,
No Racism" the banner says.
Peace is important, but how we
get there is, at best, elusive. In a
perfect world, our silence and
peatvMilness would prevail
OVCT tins act *>f war. This "turn
the other cheek" attitude is
merely projecting our values
onto a culture completely alien
lo ours. I'm willing lo bet my
lilt- ihis appnxich won't work.
Realism prevails. So, I suggest
thai all those who want to
peacefully go lo Afghanistan
and try to talk some sense into
the laUban lO please do it.
You'll only need a one-way

ticket, and rest assured the
Cnes are completely safe
ause we did away with
curbside check-in.
The attack (it wasn't an
"Incident*) on New York City
was an act of war. The object of
the attack was to destroy the
American way of life. These
terrorists hate the things that
have made America great.
These things are capitalism.
freedom, liberty and a government (which is supposed lo be)
conlntlled by the people it is
supposed to protect. 1 fear the
"peaceful" protesters on campus may hate the same thing.
The United Nations now
wants to lead the way in
"bringing these terrorists to
justice"
America
was
attacked, not the United
Nations lustui' is tor those
who break the law, not those
who wage war against us.
Somehow I Ihink the U.N.
lacks credibility when member countries like Libya and
Iran condemn terrorism.
According lo Andrea Peyser
of The New York Post, 'The
U.N. is nothing but a glorified
International podium from
which the minions of third
world tyrants preach tlui:
anti-American dogma."
Please do your part for out
country by supporting Ihe war
effort, supporting our economy
(jrtoi ksanx heap!) and pra) Ing
a multicultural, non denomi
national pnyer for our troops
A moment ol silence will do in
a pun h
Robert Stewarl
graduate student
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OPINION

Return of courtesy
HI

Darts

Perhaps implementing a little
courtesy into our daily lives
could help. Maybe it could

it K\,frompage7

development, the principle of
courtesy was slowly forgotten
and we were told it was more
important to get better grades
than the person next to us or to
be aggressive and take what
we could from the opposition.
We were pushed to .ompete
and propel OUlSelvflS to the
highest level of personal output. We were told to win -it -ill
costs and to forget about the
people we step on during our
ascent to the coveted top.
Somewhere along ths way
we forgot about courtesy and
grew up as self-possessed and
irritable people. We become
upset when courtesy is not
extended to us. yet we neglect
to extend the same courtesy
back to other people.
This world is chock full of
anger, lies and a thirst for
vengeance. Maybe the problem is the lack of CDUltMy

Diirts «S Pitts ore submitted tini»t\mou.\h
anil printed on a space-amtlahte basis.
Stdmussions ore bused upon one person's
opinion o/ll gtvtTl situation, person or event
and do not nst rssarih reflect the truth.

change things- Ideas could be
more respected, people more
tolerant, paths I""-1- blocked
If the world would just
remember kindergarten when
we all learned to treat Others
the way we want to be treatedj
mavbe things could work out
better and we could all be a little bit happier I low hard is it
to grab another cocktail for a
fellow human if you are about
to got one yourself, am H a\} It
may seem insignificant at the
time, but maybe, just maybe,
that could be the act that gets
the ball rolling to a more satisfying universe Or maybe it
Isn't but how much skin off
your nose is it to do it anyway?
Joe Larson is a senior at the
University of Notre Dame.
This column was printed \n
the Oct. 3 edition of Notre
Dame's Observer
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Dart...

Pat...

A "wav-to ejoat" dart to the freshman
girl who felt the need to jump up and down
screaming "1 got an A, oh my God, 1 got an
A" in our class after the professor spent 20
minutes talking about how badly tbe class
had done.
From a frustrated sopliomore iWw thinks you
should take that lack if componat link the
nghth grade where it Mongs.

A "thanks for* gnat i-.imping-trip" pat
to my best friends
From a camper who had a blast eivn
though each member of the happy group got ••
$50 citation from the forest raffgtY.

Pat...

Dart...

A "way-to-support-thered-white-andblue" pat to the Student 1 Xike C lub for their
patriotism and spirit.
Sent in by a Student who loirs the United
Sigtei ami IMU and thinks your human flag
wasgnstt

A "learn-to-respect-innocent-.miTn.ildart to the despicable, inhumane students
who were in such a drunken fit last weekend that they ran over a puppy with their
car and then didn't even stop to check on it.
Soil in !>v a sorior who uvuld loiv to have a
word with both i/ou ami the ovum of the puppy
u*n let it outside in the first place so i/ou will all
learn to respect life.

For a food time,
call X8-3846
AND ASK HOW TO WRITE

r^

Dart...

Pat...

A "have-you-no-conscience" dart to the
M'lrish jerks who walked into our apartment
on Monday and stole the $150 we raised at
our party Friday night to send to the New
York Fire Department.
Sitft in by four angry Sunchase residents
who hove this comes back to you tenfold for stealing from a great cause.

An'Tm-glad-there-are-still-people-whovalue-honesty" pat to a certain SCOM professor who had mercy on me after 1
explained the dumb reason 1 missed class
and an important assignment last week.
From a rcliard student who wouldn't mind
haling such a wonderful person for another
class HI tlte future.

FOR THE OPINION SECTION

('CAUSE THEY DON'T PUT THE DARTS AND PATS
IN JUST ANY SECTION)

SKI HIVI!

Hometown Music ;
GUIMRS, AMPS, DRUK-

PA nm

MOPE

Save 10% off reo-ulur
; price on any items. Or see
=i- ; hometotfnmuslc.net/burg.hrm
for a list of exclusive
"coupon" specials

www.homctownmutic.rirt

One day first jumps, and a staff dedicated to keeping you and
your fellow JMU students skydiving at SKYDIVE ORANGE
Freefall almost a minute
from 2 1/2 miles high
from our 22 Jumper
aircraft on your first skydive'

JMU discounts
348-3759

(540) 943-6587

In trie Ace Music building
434-4159 • 2990 S Main

compieie.nformat.on is on www.skydiveorange.com

Like to sleep in on
Sunday mornings?
Spending the
weekend away'
Third shift keeping
you from church'

COME
AS
YOU ARE

Casual • Caring • Contemporary Worship
6:30 p.m. every Sunday
Beginning October 7
9

■BpJm*a»«»

Nursery Provided

Free Delivery
$10.00

PRESBYTERIAN
ON
COURT SQUARE
www.firslpreshbu.ori> 434-6551

NY Style
574-0808

10-6 Mon-Wed
10-7 Thurs, Fri
9-5 Sat

Mon Sal

<1 \-{ A r~%

Minimum Order

\ V>

^*<j6 x

/yy^

__

"

11:00 am-10:00 pm

-yi

Sunday

__<

Chinese Restaurant
\f)
Lunch, Dinner, Carryout
3140 South Main St. Harnsonburg. Va 22801

(540) 433-0560
Combination Platters
(Served with Egg Roll end Fried or Steemed Rice)
Pleese Order by Number
1 Chow M6in
(Shrimp, Chicken. Beef, or Pork) $4.95

Lunch Buffet
Mon -Sat

11:00 am - 2:00 pm
r

All Day Sunday Buffet

Hours:

Maximum discount $50. May net
be combiner! with other offers of
discounts or applied to layaways.
Expires 10/13/01

1 (877) DIVE SKY

Friday and Saturday
Night Buffet
4.in!lm n.m„

4.30 pm - 9.00 pm

Closing Time: 11:00 pm

J Green
5Mfw*
^T
Pepper
SteakI

££
$4.95

Shrimp with Lobster Sauce
Moo Goo Gai Pan
Sweet and Sour Pork or Chicken
7
Shrimp with Mixed Vegetables
8 Bee,wilh
Mixed Vegetables
9 Chicken with Mixed Vegetables

$5.25
$5.95
$6 25
$5.95
$5.95
$595

3
4.
5
6

.10

Kung

PBO

Chick6n J*

11. Shhmp with Broccoli
•12. General Tao's Chicken
•13. Hunan Beef
•14. Szechuan Beef

$5 95

$6.25
$6.25
$5.95
$5.95

Note MSG. Salt, or 0.1 may be omitted upon request Please request mild. hot. or regular >b spicy dishes.
'Dishes are Spicy

Located in Food Lion
Shopping Center
off Port Republic Road
Stylists with advanced training
in New York, Northern Virginia
and Richmond
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merican Pie
because it
captures the
essi nee of every
college student."
CASEY SXJlUVHtlamlhbuliniphologmphtr

Dumber'because
we have no food,
we have no jobs
and our pels'heads
are falling off."
Kate Singh

Ljsfl SZOtt

■junior, pre-SMAD

sophomore, ps)ichology

-fight Club1
because it was
original and a
really good twist
at the end."
Nate Reed
sophomore, ISAT

"'Suvnlfish'...
Hugh jackman
makes a great
transition from
Wolverine to
hacker."
Josh Jones
junior, SCOM

Topic:;:WJi
Wfiat is the best movie you've seen recently?

OCTOPER
ON

JMU SPECIAL
GotF LESSONS

with John Rogers, Teaching Pro
at Lakeview Golf Course.

5 Golf Lessons for $100.00
Learn to play golf...for fun...for business...
for competition...for the hell of it.
540.578.4867
jspcncerrogers@msn.com

ScholarshipAoHey and team travel way be tieaitable
all 568-6462 mslop by Room ffi in the Comttculion Center.

I West

Barber Shop
and Styling Salon

a*
Specializing
in flat-tops,
high & tights,
and all your
styling needs.

who said thefre are
no good [DrSflij on campus?
Tha bast bats on campus don't serve drinks, I lay serve
their country. You sea. wrmn you complete Arrjiy Rorc and
graduate, you'll ba an officer and get a set of bold bait
RoHistm lot an Army HOTC elm* today BecniaV there-* no
bettor our/ titan the sanae of accomplishment].

MY ROTC Unlike any other odLlofte courae you can lajco.

JAZZ SALE
Save on all
Jazz Titles!

Men & Women
7 Barbers
2 Stylists

Walk-Ins

I"

Sign up now! Cunli dMaiw Love at
568-3633

$6.oo
Hair Cuts

Walking Distance
from JMU
Route 3 Transit Bus Stop
Located in Front of Shop

635 W Market St
Rte 33 W across from
Rockinqham New Holland

442-6722

Sharon, Debbie, Crystal, Etrenda,
and Nicole formerly of the Hair Corral

—

Dare To Be Interesting
^ ?M\
If you would like to learn

more about studying

International Relations,

Management or International

Business at an accredited

American University near

Amsterdam, why not visit

our information table in the

University Center next to the

Post Office on Monday,

BLOWIN' ALL OCTOBER
20% OFF KEGULAK PRICES
Plan 9 what a record
store should be!
434-9999
KROGER SHOPPING CTR
1790-96 E. Market St.

cluck out Plan •
for new A ueed
CDa. DVD's. IPs.
WHS video, mualc
accaasoriaa.
collectible!,
noveitiaa and

mo<«. loej on to
III. MbtHll

WWW.PLAN9MUSIC.COM

October 8th.

Costs for a Year
in Holland
Tuition and Books
10,(XX)
Housing and Food
6,000
Entertainment, etc.
1,500
Airfare to Amsterdam 300
TOTAL
$18,000

Webster
UNIVERSITY

www.webster.nl
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LIFESTYLES

HOROSCOPES
Today's Birthday — If you set a really big hruinci.il got! and >lart working toward it,
you won't achieve it this year, but eventually von II get there It II t.ike .1 while, true, but
if you never start, it'll never happen. How should you go about it? Find out. do it and
retire rich, or leave a lot of loot for the grandkids. This year, it'll be fun.

Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the
most challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19)
Today is a 5 ■ Negotiations must
*m^_» be handled carehjlly and precise
^W ly. If you've got the facts to back
up your claim, more money could
be yours. Don t trust a friend to provide
these; dig for them yourself.
M

Taurus (April 20-May 20)
^^1 Today is a 7 ■ There's still confu■BUMOP .it the top, s«t keep your head
ffW down. You'll have little trouble
expressing your desires in a private setting, with the ones you love
Gemini (May 21-june 21)
Today is a 6 - You may be temptk ed to dump your responsibilities
and take off on a wild adventure.
&■
' That might be fun, but now is
not the time to start. Now is a better tune
to face responsibilities.
Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Today is a 6 - This time a fneiul s
advice is less welcome if she tells
you to stop when you want to
go. You have free will, but
remember: There's not much to be gained
but learning from a toss.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
, Today is a 7 - An older person's
j^^M* frustration with somebody else
^V could work to your advantage. Be

on the lookout so that you can
offer your services when the other guy
goofs up.

Libra (Sepl. 23-Oct. 23)
Today is a 5 - Its hard to just say
"no" to something a loved one
' wants. If you can't afford it, you
may have no choice. It's hard to
dtoCim I sensitive subject at first, but it'll
get easier. Keep talking about it.

&]&!

Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21»
L
J Today is a ft - Negotiations with
; your mate or business partner are
slowing you down. You can't quite
agree, but this i> not bad. Pending
changes should be evaluated carefully, as
you well know.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec.21)
Today is a 4 - Things have settled
down, and you're back in the
f same old routine. The excitement
of the past few days fades, and
you reah/e there's a gtx>d-si/ed mess to

ipfc

clean up.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
_--,
Today is a 7 - You'd like to buy
ftfc
the best of everything for the
r^fej ones you love - all the things you
didn't have when you were a kid.
What they'd really like is your time.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
X Today is a 6 - A problem you re
trying to solve at home will take
longer than you thought. It's kind
of like you're digging up a rock,
and the more you dig, the more rock you
find. You may have to go around it.

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
i t|g Today is an 8 - Your spirits are
~£^nl up, even if your immediate Ml
^^J roundings haven t changed
^^^ Want to take a step beyond your
normal boundaries? Start planning. Make

' ■■

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Tender
5 Love god
9 Frame for a false
rap
14 Uniform
15 Lion's locks
16 Armistice
17 Spellbound
18 No longer
functioning
?0 Corsage
provider
22 Ripen
23 Nincompoop
24 Eye or ear
27 Of birds
29 Illuminated
30 Sousa specialty
34 Resentful
36 Allow to
38 Co-star of "Pretty
Woman"
39 In the past
40 Cause of hay
fever
43
for the course
44 Golf warning cry
46 Three in Italia
47 Hold the fort
49 Secret
rendezvous
51 TheyFr.
53 French mothers
54 Big wheel's
watercraft?
57
Clemen te
60 Oriole Ripken
61 Guardianship
64 Big Ben site
67 Put on the
payroll
68 Commonplace
69 Country humor
70 "_ Brockovich"
71 _ Carlo
72 Berry and Kesey
73 Exercise counts,
casually

^a,
Today is a 6 — Find the courage
jfc ^k\ to act boldly. Ask for what you
^*# want in a strong, determined
voice. No whining. If you're willing to work, the odds are in your favor.

1
2
3
4
5
6

it happen!
—Tribune Media Services
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plumage
50 Player next to a
guard
52 Discriminate
55 CD alternative
56 Scorches
57 Pond coating

1

58 In addition
59 Subject or object
word
62 Faucet trickle
63 Hankerings
65 Hep dude

66 Grief

Tech level I and ISST administered in
Ashby Hall Computer Lab, Room L7
Deadlines:
Tech Level I- December 6,2001
ISST- April 25,2002

Word:
Power Point:
'__
L Re-order slides in
I Edit text
2. Change Teit using
"slide sorter view"
"Replace Ml"
2. Add graphic elements
3. Insert a table
1 Animate the transition
between slides
General Knowledge:
I Grasp knowledge of Hardware
2. Grasp knowledge of Software
1 Grasp knowledge of operating systems

For a complete list of skills as well as printable
resources and on-line tutorials visit the Gen-Ed
Web Site at:
A

Rfc

V• %.edu/gene4
y

Ashby Testing Lab Schedules
Monday 9am-5pm
Tuesday 9:30am 5pm
Wednesday 9am-5pm
Thursday 9:30am-5pm

r you have questions about the Tech Level I or
ISST requirements, contact Cheree' Hammond at email tech-one@jmu.edu.
Upcoming tutorials, current information for the Fall 2001 semester, as well as hints for
testing success will be posted regularly on the GenF.d webpage at http //www.jmu.edu/gened/techcomp htr
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7 Yoko
(
8 Witty verbal
A
exchange
9 Brook
R
10 Time period
M
11 Bathing places
12 Home of the
B
Bruins
1
13 Chick's call
19 Fabergeitem
F
;
21
sanctum
25 Gusher
26 Old Gray Mare
27 Toward the ster R
28 Vitality
A
31 Range of skills G
32 Stretch (one's E
neck)
33 Buffalo groups S
35 Squeal to the
DOWN
screws
Feudal peasant
37 Tycoon Turner
Track shape
41 Urban traffic jam
Warehouse
42 Showroom
Ask earnestly for
models
Faulty
45 Psychic's ability
Fireplace shell
48 Piece of
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Story by contributing writer Tara Starner
Photos and art by senior photographer Cindy Tinker

Junior Sarah Larman.
above, displays her
flower tattoo on her
right shoulder Wade.

Junior Jason Strohl,
right, rolls up his
sleeve revealing the
American flag on his
right arm.

Junior Stacey
Woodson. far right, has
the Righteous Babe
record label logo tattooed on her stomach

j j T got a tattoo of my sign,
I Capricorn, because no matter
JL how much I change, it's
something that I will always be," senior Rachel Wallmuller said. "Plus, having a tattoo on my lower back seemed
more practical than anywhere else."
Like Wallmuller, many students
are expressing themselves through
the art of tattooing. The black or multicolored artwork is an expression
that many people choose to make a
permanent part of their lives.
The word tattoo comes from the
I.ilutun "tatu" which means, "to
mark something." They are not just
for leather-clad bikers and longhaired rock stars anymore. They've
taken on a form of their own, and
these days, it seems everyone wants
one. As the hippies of the late '60s
became the leaders of the '90s, often
flaunting their tattooed bodies, our
society has become more relaxed and
open to alternative art forms.
During the last ten years, according to U.S. Nru»s and World Report, tattooing has become one ol America's
fastest growing categories of retail
business. The market demographics
for tattoo services are now heavily
skewed toward mainstream customers. Tattooing todav is the sixthfastest growing retail business in the
United States. The single fastest
demographic group seeking tattoo
services is the middle-class suburban
womaa according to US
People like to project themselves
in some way. and tattoos can provide
an outlet in people's search for self-

price of $40 to $45.
"The most awesome tattoo I ever
did was of a dragon that went all the
way up tins kid's leg," Butler said. "It
cost him $2,600 and it took 48 hours
to complete, which we did over a
couple of weeks."
The most frequent and least
expensive tattoos done are "tribals."
A tribal tattoo is an image that is usually chosen for its intricate design or
for the way it makes a person feel.
Other common designs are of butterflies and flowers.
"Tliere are always a rush of people around Christmas and during
spring break," Butler said.
I hristmas is .i major tattoo season
because people are more willing to
spend monev. It's also a time when
Eiple get a tattoo and are able to
p it covered and adjust to it.
f f "W" don't know why people Ml
I the tattoos they get," Butler
JL said. "Mv customers didn't
reallv talk about their reasons for getting them, but I always knew why
they got Chinese characters because
they stood for something specific."
Many students get their tattoos
right after they rum 18 or during their
freshman year in college. A main reason for getting that first tattoo r- ti>
express the person's newfound freedom and independence.
An inten-sl in astrology is what
made senior Sarah Sirry get her tattoo. She has her sign, Aries, on the
right side of her lower back.
"Since it's my sign, I think il
explains a lot about me," Sirry said.

ecpnsalon

It also can be covered up. -*> il I'm m
a professional environment it wont
be as distracting

Tattoos can svmbou/e a person's
desire to deviate, or perhaps they amid
just represent an event in a person's life.
Whatever it may be, people get their
tattoos tor a specific reason tli.it nun
not be apparent to everyone else. At
JMU, one can see tattoos of crosses, cartoon characters, butterflies and other
abstract drawings and pictures.
Senior Lindsay Vaughn got a tattoo on her foot when she was 17.
'When I was really little, I saw a
lizard with a blue tail on my grandma's tree," she said. "I heard an idea
of getting a tattoo on one of my feet,
so I have the lizard crawling up my
left foot."
Mike Butler, 20, from
McGaheysville, worked at The
Painted Lady tattoo shop for nine
months and tattooed many different
people. "About 75 percent of the customers that came in were college students,' Butler said.
Tattoos cost anywhere from $35 to
over $1,000. Most shops, like The
Painted Lady, charge a minimum

Tartu* have tlteir ongms in giving
people a unique identity. In the 18th century, tattoos on uV face, neck and le)*» of
certain tribe members showed their
social statuses, acconiuig to the All-pro
Custom Tattooing V\eb site located at
http:"midre.aftVttt\. Tribe memlvrs displayed their family relationships, hoix»rs
and skills through the placement and
design of their tattoos.
Senior Matt lohnson has ,i I laida
symbol on his right upper arm.
"The Haida were a Native
American tribe, and it also has to do
with nature."
Some people get tattoos to repa-senl how they feel about themselves
or something that is important to
them, or perhaps as an identifier of
personality or sell
"I have a Celtic knot on my lower
back." senior Megan McDermott said.
"I found the unique design while I was
visiting Ireland. 1 wanted sometlung
that would show pride in my heritage
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starting soon!
Study for the LSAT on the JMU campus!

Support
the advertisers
who help to
bring you
award-winning
news through
The Breeze
each week.

LSCV1207 (LSAT) begins October 15

Call now to reserve your space!

KAPLAN
1-800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com
*TMt namtt *• '«t>»Ur»d tnMamarM of th—t 'wwctnw o

Test Prep, Admissions and Guidance. For life.

o have your
minutes

of fame!

These are the last
TWO days of yearbook
pictures for the 2001-2002
Bluestone.
Thursday 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Friday 9 a.m.-5p.m.
in PC Ballroom
$5 sitting fee, $1 more to reserve your book
Yearbooks are free at the end of the year, but
quanities are limited!
Questions? Call Allison at 568-6541
or email <the_bluestonc<?jmu.cdu>
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"Any money for the
cause is money they
didn't have before."

■ No heart in 'Atlantis'
Promise of fantasy in Anthony
Hopkins' new flick is nothing
outside of ordinary
PM»M

ANDY

Earth to Andy lead singer
see story below

Sophomore
Jeremy Lynch
put a lot of
added extra*
Into his
Mitsubishi
Eclipse. Asian
and European
models have
become popular
In the car tuning arena.
Modifying cars
la an expression of personal
taste for some
while others
see It as a
macho front.
Either way, students take
time, money
and taste to
soup up their
rides.

A: Gars 101
B^ LORLNA WllALAN
contributing writer
My steering wheel starts to shake when I go faster than SO miles
per hour. Wliat could cause this?
Chances are, your front tires need to be realigned. Pot holes,
railroad tracks and running into curbs may misalign the
wheels. If your steering wheel shakes at high speeds, one side
of a front lire is more wom than the other side. If your car pulls
to one side when driving on a straightaway, you might want to
gel the lire alignment fixed. Most tire service centers offer this
quick and inexpensive service for approximately $50.
Shaking of the steering wheel can also be caused by missing
weights on the wheels. When aligned, wheels are also balanced to
equalize both sides. A missing weight can make the ride rougher
than it would be with the proper weight present. This problem
can also be quickly and inexpensivly repaired for about $24.
Delamination of a tire also causes shaking at high speeds.
Delaminafion occurs when the wheel's layers separate and
form a bubble-like protrusion on the side of the wheel that
looks worn. The Firestone tires on Ford Explorers have recently
received attention for their tendency to dclaminate. This is an
emergency and should be fixed as soon as possible. Remember,
it's not the year you bought your car that matters, it's the year
you purchased the Una

CHRISTINE VWSlcmmhumit ptMofrapher

JMU'S FAST AINd FURIOUS

Honi can I drive so that I get better gas mileage?
There are a few ways to improve your fuel economy, and
with gas prices the way they are, these tips are good to
know The State Farm insurance Web site recommends the
following:
1) Decrease the unnecessary weight you are carrying in your car.
The less a car weighs, the less the engine ha9 to work to overcome
inerti.i, and thus, less gas is needed.
2) Minimize passing, since it requires more gasoline to increase
speed to pan a car
3) Tires that are not inflated to the proper pressure, are misaligned
or not rotated according to recommendations can decrease fuel
efficiency.
4) The higher the gear, the less fuel you use. So stay at a higher
gear if possible. This is why better gas mileage is achieved on
highways as opposed to city driving.
Air conditioning also requires about 10 percent more gasoline For those drivers with manual transmissions, decrease
your down-shifting (brakes are more effective anyway), and
coast down hills in neutral. For those with turbos, turbines bum
the gas more efficiently, but require more gas at the same time.
So decrease your turbo use to increase your fuel economy.
Where in Harrisonburg can 1 get the emissions inspection for
my car?
Nowhere, actually. Those from Northern Virginia, namely
Arlington. Fairfax, Loudon, Prince William and Stafford Counties,
and the cities of Alexandria, Fairfax, Falls Church, Manaasas and
Manassas Park must have their automobiles inspected for emisaions, due to the high number of automobiles in those areas and the
fragile ecosystem of the Chesapeake Bay area.

BY LORENA WHALAN

contributing writer
The summer 2001 movie
"The Fast and the Furious"
seems to have given import car
tuners some recognition. The
traditional focus on American
muscle cars has shifted to cars
from around the world, especially those from Asia.
The movie was full of
pimped-out Acura Integras,
Honda Civics,
Mitsubishi
Eclipses, Mazda RX-7s and
Toyota Supras. The Supra featured in the film is currently on
sale at wwio.DuPont registry.com.
That specific 1994 Supra Turbo
is an example of a modified
vehicle with 544 horsepower, a
six-cylinder engine with twin
Nitrous
systems,
19-inch
wheels, 14-inch formula 1
brakes, three televisions, a VCR,
a DVD player, interior neon
lights, a chrome roll cage and
customized options for a minimum price of $70,000.
Modifying any automobile
takes money and taste. Some car
tuners say they do it so their car
is differentiated from the others
on the road. It is a macho,
expensive form of self-expression. A pair of fog lights or
ground effects (extra pieces of
body that go below the car's
body to make it appear lower to
the ground) can make a car go
from ordinary to interesting.
Some people like modified
cars while others find it distasteful. "1 truly think that people
who pump their bass and have
pimped-out rims are cooler people ... sike," sophomore Lee
Brittan said.
There are a few unwritten
rules to follow for those who
decide to rune their car. Car
tuners should spend more
money on the car than on the
modifications. Junior Dave

Furlough agreed, "It depends
on the car. If 1 had a little extra
money, I'd do it."
Whatever you do, exercise
good taste in choosing modifications and add more than just a
chrome rip to the exhaust. Most
people would agree that there is
nothing as repulsively humorous as a badly modified car.
This whole car-tuning phenomenon is not a new craze.
Even the lyrics of songs by the
Beach Boys include references
to cars. They sing, about "fouron-the-floors," power-shifting
and pink slips (daddy). "Fouron-the-floor" refers to a fourspeed manual transmission
with a gear shifter located on
the floor as opposed to the steering column. Power-shifting is
shifting gears quickly without
releasing the gas petal. Pink
slips are the ownership papers
of the car.

-ii
/ truly think that
people who pump
their bass and have
pimped-out rims are
cooler people... sike.
— Lee Brittane
Sophomore

-99 —
American muscle cars used
to reign with tuners, but now
Asian and European cars are
entering the arena.
One example is the difference between a Dodge Viper
RT/10 and a Porsche 911
Turbo. The Porsche 911 Turbo
is an $111,000 car with 3.6-liter
engine,
415-horsepower
engine that can travel from

ROBERT fiKniteniiir ptoxtyrvphfr
Junior Jonathun Catapano apent three years fixing up his 1987
Ford Mustang GT. He's added Cobra ground effects, a Saleen
rear spoiler, Stormln Norman hood and a Stalker front end.
zero to 60 mph in 4.2 seconds
there that tune their car, tune on.

and a quarter mile in 12.6 seconds,
according
to
ttWUMndosifr.com. Meanwhile,
the S69,000 Viper has an 8.0liter engine. 450-horsepower,
V10 engine and travels from
zero to 60 in 4.3 seconds and a
quarter mile in 12.6 seconds,
according to u>uiui.aiifosilf.com.
Of course there is a major
difference in the costs of these
super-cars, but their zero to 60
and quarter mile times prove
that the same performance can
be reached by different means.
The import automakers use
technology such as a turbo and
more valves in a smaller engine
to get the same results as
American cars that have huge,
naturally aspirated engines.
For example, in the final
quarter mile race in "The Fast
and The Furious," the players
include a 900-horsepower
super-charged classic Dodge
Charger and the 544-horsepower Supra. It's a battle of
American muscle and import
tuning technology, showing
variations in approaches to tuning cars.
So to all those people out

For all the people that think that
it is a waste of money, keep in
mind those who have become
famous by modifying cars —
Caroll Shelby and Steve Saleen
with the Mustang, and John
Lingenfelter and Ely Callaway
with Corvette. Shelby, Saleen
and Callaway have even developed their own cars that are currently in production.
For a taste of the local car-tuning scene, check out the Madison
Motor Show this Saturday.
Sponsored by the Madison
Motor Sports Club, the show
will take place in in C4-lot from
noon to 5 p.m. This competition
of'student cars is free to watch,
but costs $5 for participating
Madison Motor Club members
and $10 for nonmembers.
Prizes are awarded for the
winner in each of the categories:
compact, sedan and sports, both
stock (less than five modifications) and modified. The 85member club welcomes those
interested in cars, American or
import, stock or modified.
Anyone interested can contact
the club president junior Gerald
Irish, at irishfi4bjnm.edu.

Festival gives peace a chance
BY JENN LOWRV

SARAH HERZ/M|ffpttului/rupher
Kl: Theory lead gultarlat Brad Tural parforma at the "All
Together One" benefit concert that ralaad almoit $1,000 for
the American Red Croaa Dlaaater Relief Fund.

Rock for relief
Bv WILLIAM DECHER
contributing writer
JMU students, local bands
and the University Program
Board came together Monday
night in the spirit of hope and
unity after America's recent
tragedies. The "All Together
One" benefit concert raised
$1,000 for the American Red
Cross Disaster Relief Fund for
victims of the terrorist attacks.
Sponsored by the American
Red Cross to raise money for its
Disaster Relief Fund and promote the Red Cross in the community, "All Together One" featured a line-up of alternative
rock that was both powerful in
show and diverse in appeal.
The groups Small Town
Workers, Ki: Theory, Earth to
Andy and the headlining act.
Everything, performed. The
bands as well as the UPB staff
and the sound crew worked for
free so that the maximum dollar
amount would go to those in

New
York
City
Washington. DC.

and

Small Town Workers started
the show and ripped into their
20-minute opening set of the
"All Together One" Benefit
Concert. Lead singer and
rhythm
guitarist
Mike
Meadows's shimmering voice
added just the right amount of
southern twang to give the
band a savory roots-rock appeal
reminiscent of Bad Company.
Ki: Theory followed the
Small Town Workers set. The
Harrisonburg-based quartet's
powerful stage presence elicited
a fantastic response from the
small audience, especially with
their heavy metal rendition of
U2's "Sunday Bloody Sunday."
Ki: Theory played a hard rock
set that showcased the power
riffing of lead guitarist Nr.ul
Tursi and the head banging of
fmnt man Joel Burleson. "There
wasn't a lot of people there, but
see CHARITY, page 18

contributing writer
There will be food; there
will be fun; there will even
be face painting when
Harrisonburg rocks it out in
the name of peace and unity
Saturday at the Fall Peace
Festival.
The festival will be held
from noon to 7:30 p.m. in the
yard by the Little Grill in
downtown Harrisonburg.
"In light of what's hapEened, it is even more a celera.tion of peace and of creating something beautiful in the
community,"
said
Kim
Pickett, a member of Our
Community Place.
A lively assortment of
musical talent, from Latin to
hip-hop to rock to reggae,
should satisfy every musical
appetite, according to Kai
Safran, a JMU graduate student and Our Community
Place board member.
A few of the musicians
scheduled to perform include
Guano Boys, Muelle, DP Da
Keapa, lya lies, Hackensaw
Boys, Made From Scratch,
African Drum Festival and
local acoustic guitarist Scott
Murray.
Festival food booths will
serve up a variety of delec-

_

tables including homemade
chili, burritus and Jamaican
beans and rice.
Festival attractions also
include a raffle, silent auction
and children's activities like face
painting, stories and a mural.
The festival is sponsored by
Our Community Place, with
help from JMU's Habitat for
Humanity, the Community
Service-Learning program and
Eastern Mennonite University.
There is no admission fee
to the event, and all donations will go to Our
Community Place to raise
funds toward the purchase
of a building. Organization
members said they hope to
purchase a
facility
in
January 2002.
Safran said he hopes this
event will "bring people together to have a good time and get
them more involved in the community." The peace festival is
dedicated to "peacefully showing an alternative to hatred and
racism," Safran said.
The musicians said they are
pleased to participate in this
cause. "I feel that playing at an
event like the Peace Fest is
important for us as a band in
that we are raising the community's consciousness, and at
the same time exposing people

sage we
belie\.'
in very
strongly
— that
the love
of
our
Creator
will bring \'
peace and happiness to s
everyixw," sud "£'
His Greg Vtard.
of the Kind lya b'
lies.
The festival,
which
takes place
each semester, is entering
its third sea
son as a
way for
commun i t y
m e m bera
to
come
together
Festival organizers said they anticipate a fun and successful event. Those
interested in volunteering at the fl'stlV.ll
may contact Satan
at 560-1828.
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Censorship battle

Nude forms
meet fashion

Words are irry unnecessary/ They
can only do harm.
"Enjoy the Silence"
Depeche Mode

not have to be
frightening within a gallery.
In his artist's
statement
Mir
quoted a Bruce
Sprfogeteefl long
// ain't no sccn't/No
secret my friendfYou
can ye' killed just
for livtng/in your
American skin. Mir
s.iul he wants to
SARAH HERZ/«W/;/i/ki/«ffM/»'iff
avoid that eavenj An untltled oil painting by senior Rob Mir la part of his collection of nude
mentality regard- figure drawings on display In the Artworks Gallery at Zirkle House.
ing nudity.
more ambitious with his
were all created on Stroud's
"I just want people to have
something fun to look at and
work. "I am going to keep
body, so they are In fact
to appreciate," he said.
working with the figure and
wearable.
start putting ideas behind
The paintings in Mir's colHut she does not wear
them, rather than just posing
lection have a soft glow and
them. The statement she said
them," he said.
the color scheme is fleshy and
she is trying to make through
In the Other Gallery, senior
natural. The presence of
her art is that fashion only
peach, pink and salmon
I.indsey Stroud tackles the art of
needs to appeal to the senses.
would be almost overwhelmbeing any thing-but-nude
' 1 want [viewers] to get the
ing, if not strongly off-set by
Stroud, ■ graphic design
surreal feeling that I get from
complimentary colored backmajor, focuses her exhibit,
fashion/ Stroud said.
"Collage Couture," on the
"These clothes are made
grounds, such as sea-greens
and vellows.
question: Does fashion have out of paper, so you wouldn't
Mir's men are musto be wearable?
really wear these clothes, but
you could," she said. "Fashion
cularly defined and
his women are curvy.
isn't a reality, but you can
His brushstrokes are
enjoy it aesthetically, and
u
ilsn
thick, but he uses
,
Her main inspiration are
more fluid, sweeping
strokes to smoothly
the magazines she ravenouscontour the muscles.
ly reads, like The Face and
Skin and hair have an
Dazed and Confused. These
almost velvety texmagazines are "really inspir— Lindsey Stroud ing in their alternative
ture, as if the painting
senior
ideas," Stroud said. In fact,
would be pleasant to
stroke.
her dream job is to use her
The models appear
graphic design concentration
lazy in their nakedand her feel for fashion to do
ness. None of the sublayouts for a magazine. For
jects smile, but they
now, however, she is content
look at ease in front of
Her answer is no. "I don't
to deconstruct them and turn
think it's meant to be taken
them into her own design
the viewer's eye.
as seriously as people take
Two pieces in Mir's
The other part of Stroud's
it," Stroud said. "I enjoy
collection incorporate
exhibit is a sort of unpasted
a computer or a long
(fashion) as a fantasy, some3-D collage on the floor.
thing that is out there and
cord, pulling the art
There are several pairs of
unreal and a completely difinto a different emoshoes that Stroud cut and
tional
dimension,
ferent world than we actualcovered in various creative
ly live in."
which Mir declined to
ways, and these are surexplain. "I like leavHer exhibit is indeed like
rounded by occasional stacks
stepping into a
fantasy
of magazines and deliberatly
SARAH \WM7Jua0phmxraphtr ins stuff ambiguous,"
world. There is a line of scattered magazine tear-outs.
Senior Undsey Stroud designed a line
£ow
comforlable
clothing stuffed and hung on
"They were images that I
of clothing In paper with a collage
with
the
vvorkine
the gallery walls, all made of
would see in a magazine that
w,,n
ine
technique. Various magazines inspired "orKinh
paper
and
glue,
using
a
colhuman
her untltled pieces.
Jff'Jfi
/ wHIOS.pagelS
lage technique. The designs
said he wants to be
BY BLCCA WORTHINGTON

contributing writer
Taking off clothes in the
Artworks Gallery and then
putting them back on in the
Other Gallery is the current
theme at Zirkle Mouse.
Senior Rob Mir, an art
major, displays a collection of
untltled oil paintings. Mir
used sketches of models in a
figure dMWtng classes and
then positioned them in
paintings.
"People tend to equate
nudity with sex a lot," Mir
said, "and people I know are
really uncomfortable because
of that" He said nude drawing
classes do not have a sexual
fading at all and neither, necessarily, should the paintings.
"It's not naked people,"
he said. "It's paintings of
naked people. I think people
should be able to walk up to
.1 painting without feeling
uncomfortable."
Mil s.iid that flesh does

-64

Fashionisn)a reality,
but you can enjoy it
aesthetically...

*■« ,n'*4°y

much"

During times such as these,
when the world seems on the
verge of collapsing into itself
like a gingerbread house left
out in the sun, people get
scared. People get scared, but
more importantly, they become
sensitive. We've already read
about the movie industry exorcising shots of the World Trade
Towers from films, as if to see
them in their primal glory
would be an insult instead of
an homage. American culture
and ultimately the freedom of
expression itself, is at stake
now, so much more than ever.
Society is slithering on a
razor's edge, and my fear is
(hat we're about ready to fall
off into — where? Nietzsche's
abyss? Dante's Inferno? Some
place even more horrible?
Consequently, I feel it's
appropriate to bring up the
topic of banned books I've
talked about it in G< I »M
speeches and written about in
English essays but haven't
examined it in a real-life context last weak was the 20th
Annual Banned Books Week
for many libraries around the
country, a week of celebrating
the work of authors who were
censored due to various political and social transgressions in

All Things
Literary

??

'Atlantis' earns average applause
Bv JASON GRAINER
contributing »tiler
"HEARTS IN ATLANTIS"
STARRING:

ANTHONY HOPKINS,
ANTON YELCHIN
RATED:

PG-13

RUNNING TIME:

116 MINUTES

ft ft ft
In the company of movies
like
"Field
of
Dreams,"
"Phenomenon"
and
'The
Green Mile," Stephen King's
imagination creates another
fantasy feel good tear-jerker If
any of the scenery in I learts in
Atlanta" looks familiar, it's
because the movie was filmed
all over Virginia, including
p.His
of
Richmond
and
Staunton. Directed by Scott
Hicks of "Snow Falling on

Cedars" and "Shine" fame,
"Hearts in Atlantis C€liters on
a
young Bobby Garheld
(played by Anton Yelchin of
"Along Came a Spider").
Bobby just reached his 11th
birthday in the summer of 1960,
and like every kid. dreams of
owning his very own bicycle.
His father died years ago, and
his selfish mother, played by
Hope
Davis
(The
Day
Trippers," "Kiss of Death"), has
problems of her on n
Ted Brautigan (played by
Sir Anthony Hopkins) enters
the picture as an unusual man
filled with mystery and wisdom. Ted moves into the top
floor of Bobby's house, and
the movie takes a shadowy
turn as Ted and Bobby slowly
become close friends. Some of
the mysterious man's character is nvcaled with his conservatively expressed predictions
and warnings for Bobby to
watch out for the "low men,'

people in dark clothes and
dark hats with flashy cars. Its
not quite clear what's going
on, but it hints at Interesting
things to come.
The story also deals with
Bobby's coming of age as his
neighborhood friend, played by
Mika Boorem, starts to become
more than just a playmate.
Together they fight off bullies
and wave in the first signs of
young love. Bobby juggles these
newfound reelings with the lingering sadness from the loss of
his father and the unhappiness
of his mother.
The movie feels like three
different stories forced into
one. The only interesting one
of the three is is that of
Anthony Hopkins' character
As the audience watt* and
wails for further explanations
Into the secret of Ted's strange
power, they end up waiting for
very little. The acting is
mediocre, save that of Hopkins

Yo*r nd W*
Breeze Hw(%iW

who isn't called Sir Anthony
for nothing. Even his character
is only able to do so much to
help out this "been there, done
that" coming ofage plot line
Although the movie was
enjoyable, with ever)' second
that passed I liked it less and
less. There are some good
■OCnea involving the local town
bully and some laughs scattered
sparsely throughout. However,
the promise of fantasy in
"I learts in Atlantis" is nothing
outside of ordinary.
£•
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by senior writer
Zak Salih
their works. Recently added to
the list of works "challenged"
by various individuals and
groups were Maya Angelou's
"I Know Why the Caged Bird
Singe" and the patron saint of
imaginative children everywhere, the Harry Potter series
In a country like the
United States, where diversity
is more or less accepted as a
•Odal norm, there will always
be a clashing of ideas and a
clashing of beliefs. This
inevitably lends itself to vari
ous groups who find certain
books offensive for not only
themselves, but for their children. Perhaps we should first
consider the desire to ban certain works of literature as a
sign that our country is properly working, that people's
voices, no matter how obscure
they may seem to some individuals, are heard. Conflict is
a sign that things are working,
that the gears of society are
not rusted and are still turn
ing. There will always be
groups that want to ban
books. Everything from James
Joyce's "Ulysses" and the
Bible to the Quran and almost
any other dogmatic work. I'm
not writing this column to
propose a War on Banning
Books
(America's
Even
Newer War) because, just like
.i war on terrorism, it's a futile
battle. You cannot topple an
abstract idea like fear or censorship like you can a despotic government.
What you can do, and what
I'm hoping more people will
do, is educate. We can understand each other's perspecti\es. examine the potential
problem and come to some s< >rt
ol consensus, if not a solution.
So, let's try and do that now, a
little experiment to see if we
can divulge why a certain book
is banned. Our subject: the
Wizard, Harry Potter
Now, before we walk hand
in hand through the dark jungle
of censorship, let me say that I
am perhaps the only hying per
son in the universe who has not
read the Harry Potter books

field is a book lying on a velvet
pillow This is our damsel in
distress to rescue or our totalitarian dictator to defeat.
And do you know what I
say?
I say desert the battlefield.
Go home to your wives, your
husbands, your sons and
daughters. Go back to your
lives Abandon the battle
because, even though the free
dom of expression is at stake,
even though I'm sure I will be
despised for saying this, it's
fust | book. No matter what
happens, you'll never stop
people from reading material
you find offensive. There will
be underground bars where
people read offensive poetry
to one another, Web sites
devoted to the preservation
and the power of literature,
black markets where you can
buy copies of "Catcher in the
Rye," or "The Satanic Verses
and even the latest Harry
Potter adventure. And no
matter what happens, you'll
never stop people from fighting to ban material they find
offensive, even if they form
secret coalitions or resort to
breaking into libraries in the
middle of the night and burning them to the ground while
chanting the chorus to "Enjoy
the Silence " Theae two polar
ideas will continue indefinitely, whether legal or illegal.
They are each so powerful as
to be unstoppable.
My point is, in the context
of this (.resting battle against
terrorism, we have to realize
that even though some battles
are worth fighting for, some
battles are never-ending. In
the meantime, though, I'm
still reading whatever I want
to read, and people are still
attempting to censor whatc\
er they want to censor. The
way I see it, both parties
should be happy because, as
tar as I can tell (looking into
my literary Crystal ball). W9
will be at that impasse forever, locked on the grassy battlefield, waiting for a battle
that may never come.
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(apparently, they're even a hit
with Martians). I do, however,
have a great familiarity with
them (through my sisters) and
occasionally
have
flipped
through the four current books
and wondered what the heck a
Quiddich was. The conflict with
Harry Potter stems from religion. Certain religious groups
believe that Harry Potter condones and glamorizes witchcraft and Satanism. Before we
start making fun of those who
believe this, let's look at it from
their perspective. Obviously,
they feel the themes impede on
their religion. It offends them. It
is obscene. And you know
what? Fine, perhaps it is. But the
key thing to remember when
dealing with banned books is
the definition of obscenity.
Which is .?
Exactly. Obscenity, like terronsm, censorship and hope, is
an abstract, subjective experience. One person's definition of
obscenity is different from
another's. This was the issue of
several landmark court cases
including U.S. p. Ulysses (1934)
and Miller v. California (1973).
Now we are at an impasse.
I m ision ii as the calm before a
"Braveheart"-sized battle: the
enemies face one another
a* ross a crisp green field,
weapons at the ready with war
faces stretched to ridiculous
proportions. All they are waiting for is the charge. I ligh on a

FALL SPECIAL
Turkey And Dressing
Roosted right here In our kitchen every day. our lurkey breast Is sliced thkk and served with
a made-from-stratrh eomhread dressing and your choice o(two country vegetables. $7 29
Saturday Dinner Special - Fried Pork Chops
Two large pork chops, fried up jusl right and served wlUl your choke ol three country
vegetables plus ram mufflns and homemade busculls after 4:00 p.m $7.99
Sunday Dinner Special - llashbrovm Chicken Bake
A chliton bnaat, bated with our I l.ishbrown Casserole, crumbled Klu' crackers a-id Vermont
Cheddar cheese Served with CDOiM of three country vegetables after I I 00 am *8 49
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"We can't continue to play to
the level of our opponent."

The ailing JMU
football team heads to
Villanova to take on
the Wildcats.

DAVE LOMBARDO

women's soccer coach

let story below

WOMEN'S SOCCER

READER'S
VIEW

Mobile QBs
are wave
of future
BY AARON GRAY

contributing writer
Who really liked Jeff George
anyway? The Skins are 0-3.
Marty Schottenheimer and
Daniel Synder should have seen
this coming. George has stumbled around the league, making
appearances with five different
teams now in 10 years.
Always praised for his
"golden arm," teams could
never pass him up.
But what now? The crafty
veteran is a mechanical nightmare, and he will never change
his old ways. It's the MOW m
the rest of the NFL; the days of
the pocket quarterback are over.
You know the deal: drop back,
see the held and throw the ball.
Don't run unless you absolutely
have to; the quarterback could
get hurt.
Of course there always has
to be some exceptions. Steve
Young, Fran Tarkenton and
Doug Flutie are just a few who
crossed that line of scrimmage
without peeing their pants. It's
just not supposed to be part of
the position.
That's how the game always
was played, right? Not anymore.
Today's star quarterbacks, like
IXinovan McNabb,
Aaron
Brooks and Steve McNair, are
changing all the rules in that
position. Running the ball is now
an option and has proven successful. All four of those quarterbacks led their teams to the second round of the playoffs last
season. Mow many teams did
< -eorge lead to the postseason?
But all the commotion didn't
start last year. Mobile quarterbacks have been coming though
the system for years. It was in
the sandlots and in high school
when coaches would change
the position of a would-be quarterback. Coaches thought the
most potential for players with
those skills was in running back
or wide receiver. Many conversions occurred in the NFL as
well In 1968, the Raiders drafted Kid ridge Dickey and the Bills
selected Marl in Briscoe, both in
the first round, both switched to
wide receiver.
This new breed of the mobile
quarterbacks is the future of the
game. When McNabb was
recruited out of high school, most
schools wanted him in a defensive back/cornerback scheme.
Only one school, Syracuse
University, was willing to give
him control of a fast-paced
offense. McNabb said that he
doesn't want to be referred to as
"the athletic quarterback." He
says it takes away from his dropback abilities which were responsible for 23 touchdowns last year.
The evolution began when
colleges started to use the option
offense or wishbone. They began
using quarterbacks as extended
running backs, so the position
■ttmctfd many other players
with different skills. But the
problem was they were running
quarterbacks and were not being
trained as NFL quarterbacks.
The next big change was when
teams Halted blitzing and forcing scared quarterbacks outside
the pocket.
If you kx>k at the other great
quarterbacks over time, when
ihey ran the ball, they made
things happen.
So compare George and his
old-man approach of getting
hammered in the pocket to the
flashy athletic skills of McNabb.
Obviously, there always will be
a spot for the deep-ball pocket
passer, but with the defensive
speed ever increasing, getting
away from the crowd and making a down-Add play is huge. I
don't have enough time to talk
about the kid in Atlanta.
Michael Vick is a prime example
of how the quarterback position
is evolving. George is in the
past. Good riddance
— Aaron Gray is a junior SMAD
major.

Rumble on Reservoir Street goes to JMU
Dukes pull narrow 1-0 win out of physical game with rival Richmond
BY CHRIS BAST

contributing writer
Maybe it was the full moon
illuminating Reservoir Field,
or maybe it was the crowd of
169 that was so loud and raucous it sounded more like 500,
or perhaps it had something to
do with the former-CAA rivals
who only live a short drive
down Interstate 64, but by all
accounts, Tuesday evening
was a great night for soccer.
Women's soccer hosted the
University of Richmond on
Tuesday and came away with a
1-0
victory after what
Richmond coach Peter Albright
described as one of the best
games he's ever been a part of.
"It was a great college soccer game," Albright said.
'That's why we play."
JMU
coach
Dave
Iximbardo, however, was j:ist
happy to get away with the
win in what
shaped up to be — 4 6—
"a very
"c,r physical
ytijsrjn ... 1

cency," Lombardo said.

Richmond played a very
physical style of soccer, and
after being caught by the JMU
attack, it was able to slowly
convert the game to its own
style. Albright said Richmond
plays a run-and-gun type of
soccer where it does not want
to possess the ball much. It
plays disruptive defense and
looks for quick opportunities
to score. Once in control of the
pace and flow of the game,
the momentum shifted and
JMU had trouble finding scoring opportunities.
Ironically for Albrigln md
Lombardo, it was after
Richmond began to control the
tempo of the game that junior
Terri Joyce scored the eventual
game winner During the 29th
minute, Joyce gained possession of the ball around midfield and passed ahead to
sophomore
Abby Karpinski
on me left wing,

four yellow cards were issued
and numerous penalties
called. JMU appeared somewhat fatigued and unfocused
during the second half as
Richmond played with an
urgency and determination to
tie the game.
"It's hard to keep your
composure," Joyce said of
the physicality of the game

"|But| we did a good job of
sticking in there."
Indeed. JMU responded to
Richmond's threats in the second half by stepping up when
they needed to.
"|We played) decent individual defense when it counted. We have to find a way to
put a team away," Lombardo
said.

In the end it was a game
that Richmond was hoping it
would be. The style and
tempo of the game fit their
game plan, only it was JMU
who was able to capitalize on
a run-and-gun play.
The Dukes return to action
on Friday night against UNCCreensboro at 7 p.m. at
Reservoir Street Field.

game in which 77 S tlUrd tO Keep yOUr Karpinski,

the Dukes comcomposure. [But] we *™dh*0Jys
mitted 21 fouls.
"It was ugly,"
did a good job of pressurc defense,
■ .ombardo said.
reversed the ball
"I'm happy for
sticking in there. back to the midthe home win
dle and back to
and the shutout
— Ten Joyce Joyce
who
but we can't
junior forward received the pass
continue to play
and put it in the
to the level of
7 s
comer of the net.
our opponent."
"I had two
The game started off well
defenders on me, and I just got
enough for Lombardo and the
my foot in there and got a good
Dukes, as JMU came off the
touch to the post," Joyce said
kickoff and pushed the pace
The rest of the first half was
early Junior midfielder Beth
characterized by very physical
McNamara led the Dukes on
play on both sides that created
several drives toward the
opportunities and disadvanRichmond goal by creating
tages for both teams.
opportunities for herself and
Lombardo said one of the
for her teammates.
keys to the game was making
The fast early pace threw
the best of their scoring opportht 9pldtn off guard, but solid
tunities. He said that of the
defensive stops prevented
Dukes' 14 shots on goal, only
JMU from capitalizing on its
three or four were credible
nearly undisrupted possession
scoring chances, but they were
of the ball for the first eight to
able to score on that quick goal
10 minutes of the game. The
by Joyce and that was all they
physical defense and speed of
needed.
the Richmond team eventually
The physicality of the game
shut down JMU's attack and
IVM | change for JMU.
Richmond began to take conl.ombardo said that at halrhme
trol of the ball.
he emphasized taking better
"We came out very strong.
care of the ball and being
We were chasing a goal and
stronger on the ball
wanted to put them under
The physical nature of the
pressure, and when we didn't
game continued throughout
get it, we settled into complathe second half as a total of

KAREN Kl'PFJJAN.* immfutimi ph.-u>gmpher
Junior Terl Joyce gets held up by a Spider* defender In JMU's 1-0 win over Richmond.

FOOTBALL

QB dilemma worsens with loss of Clayton Matthews
Seperated shoulder shelves frosh QB
for season, LeZotte or Connelly to
lead struggling offense into Villanova
BY BOB BANCROFT

FILE PHOTCVAArrr San
Senior linebacker Derlck Pack Is questionable for Saturday against Villanova with a knee Injury.

try in the second quarter The
kick was also his thirdstraight successful kick since
taking over the place kicking
duties.
freshman
quarterback
Clayton Matthews injured his
shoulder and wnst in the game
and was backed up by junior
Mike Connelly. Matthews looks
to be done for the season, at least
at the quarterback position It is
possible that he could come
back at the end of uV season to
see time at receiver. Connelly
lead the Dukes in rushing with
20 yards as the Dukes, forced to
play from behind, concentrated
on passing the ball.
According to Matthews, this
week's quarterback situation
will be determined in practice
or perhaps may even be a gametime decision The i>pening-day
starter, red-shirt freshman Matt
I •/■ iite and Connelly will compete for the starting nod versus
the Wildcats.
"The decision will be game
time and I expect both Matt and
Mike to take snaps in practice

contributing writer
Two weeks after having
their 14-game home-winning
streak snapped, JMU football
<l-3,0-3A10)lookstoendadifUTcnt streak: its 10-game roadlosing streak. The Dukes seek
their first road win in nearly
two years this weekend as they
take' on the Wildcats of
Villanova
University
in
Philadelphia (3-0,2-0 A10).
The losing streak is inconsistent with the current JMU
squad in that many of these
players were not involved in
the start of the current streak.
The young Dukes look to get
back on the winning track
after numerous injuries.
JMU lost a heartbreaker in
the fourth quarter last week at
Maine University, 13-3. Maine
pulled away with the victory
after a touchdown pass during
the last three minutes of regulation sealed the deal. The defensive struggle resulted in a mere
3°2 total combined yards.
Red-shirt freshman kicker
Burke George matched the
fifth-longest field goal in JMU
history as he nailed a 50-yard

see DUKES, iwge 16
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Cross country teams
compete at Roy Griak

SPORTS

X-country B teams place
high at G.W. Invite

Invitational

Men's golf ties for fourth
The JMU men's golf
team tied for fourth at The
McLaughlin, an annual
tournament
held
in
Farmdale, N.Y. Thursday
and Friday.
Sophomore
Jay
Woodson placed a teamhigh 13th. Freshman (aim
Irreno finished 16th.
Veith top Duke at Va. Tech
At the Virginia Tech
Tennis Invitational Sept.
28-30, freshman Kristen
Veith was JMU's top finisher. Veith advanced as
far as the quarterfinals
before losing.

The JMU
women's
cross country team placed
10th out of 32 teams .it the
Roy Griak Invitational
6K, held Saturday in St.
Paul, Minn.
Junior Mollie Defrancesco
finished
12th.
Sophomore
Cindy
Dunham placed 39th.
The JMU men's cross
country team placed 32nd
at the event.
Senior Brian Reutinger
was the top JMU finisher in
157th place.
The men's team will
travel to Bethlehem, Pa. for
the Paul Short Invitational
Oct. 6.
The next meet for the
women's team is Oct. 13 at
the Penn State University
Invitational in University
Park, Pa.

Fencing hosts
Rally tourney

Club tennis competes at
Virginia Tech
The tennis club team traveled to Virginia Tech this
past
weekend.
The
women's team finished 61 and the men's team finished 2-5.
Men's water polo to host
tournament
The men's water polo
club team will host a
tournament at the UREC
pool this Saturday and
Sunday.
JMU will play at 1 p.m.
and 5 p.m. Saturday and
11 a.m. and 2 p.m. Sunday.

Ratings

The fencing club hosted the Ratings Rally tournament (or the Virginia
Division of United States
Fencing Association Sept.
29-30.
Freshman Floris Van
Swet won both days of
the foil competition.
Senior
Mason
Eoyang placed first and
third in epee competitions.
Women's rugby wins
twice over weekend
The women's
club
rugby team traveled to
defeat West
Chester
University
27-5
on
Saturday and Lehigh
University
58-0
on
Sunday.

The JMU women's
cross country B team
placed second, and the
men's B team placed fifth
at the George Washington
University Invitational 5K
in Centreville Saturday.
For the women, Kelly
Baker was the top finisher for JMU in 11th place.
Wanitra Thomas and
Beth Vigliotti also finished in the top 20.
On the men's side,
Ted Herbert finished a
team-high 20th place.
Field hockey downs Rams
The JMU field hockey
team
beat
Virginia
Commonwealth
University
1-0
in
Richmond
Wednesday.
Freshman Amie Hutton
scored the lone goal.

Dukes hope to get back
on track against Villa nova
DVKES. from page \5

this week," coach Mickey
Matthews said.
Both are nursing injuries
and red-shirt freshman Mike
lenkias remains the only other
healthy quarterback on the rosLT

It would be possible for
senior
fullback
Robert
Carson, sophomore receiver
Alan Harrison or junior
receiver Jason Thompson to
see time at quarterback in
emergency situations.
"Robert might actually have
the best arm on the team,"
LeZotte said.

Villanova enters the game
ranked 13th in the Sports
Network football poll. They
heavily depend on a high-powered offense that averages 33.33
points per game. They also
boast one of the Division 1 • AA's
most exciting players in senior
running back/kick returner
Brian Westbrook.
Weslbrook is second alltime in Atlantic 10 for career
purpose yards, career touchdowns and career scoring. He
holds the record for most kickoff return yards, narrowly edging out former Dukes standout
Devlin Joyce.
The Wildcats are hot off a

Men's rugby wins
The men's rugby club
team defeated Blackwater
rugbv 54-13 in Lynchburg
on Sept. 29.
Senior
Anthony
Mecca scored twice.
Bowling round-up
Male
high
game:
sophomore
A.J.
Schuster, 215. Female
high game: senior Karen
Castka, 213.
Club field hockey falls to
Hokies
The club field hockey
lost to Virginia Tech 1-0.
Next weekend the
team travels to Va. Tech
for the Hokies' annual
tournament.

MADISON
CONNECTION
Caller of the Month

Cuunny of JMU PHOTOGRAPHY
Senior fullback Robert Carson could see time at quarterback In
an emergency situation this weekend at Villanova University.

huge win over league rival, the
University of Richmond, in
which they overcame a 23-7
third-quarter deficit on the
road. Villanova quarterback
Brett Gordon was named offensive player of the week in the
conference as he completed 27
of 43 passes for 376 yards and
four touchdowns. Kicker Casey
Hannon was named special
teams player of the week as he
hit the game winning field goal
with one second left for the 31 30 victory.
While Villanova puts up
huge offensive numbers, 390
total yards per game, it also
allows a significant numbers of
yards with 307 total yards per
game. The Dukes will look to
get their running game started
against a team that allows
almost 200 yards per game on
the ground. The Dukes' running game suffers from an
inconsistent passing game that
looks to get back on track after
shuffling quarterback after
quarterback onto the field.
Stability in the passing game
could prove a great weapon
against the Wildcats
"We just need to play well
enough on offense because the
defense always does their job,"
LeZotte said. "There isn't an
added pressure on scoring
against Villanova's high scoring offei I**-1 *A mist* our defense
always docs their job."
Assistant defensive coach
Ulrich Edmonds expressed
similar feelings.
Edmonds said, "We are just
a few plays away on offense
and defense from winning
games. We just need to do a
better job and we will start winning games."
If last year's game is any
indication, this week's game
should be a high-scoring affair.
The Dukes defeated the
Wildcats 57-23 at home after a
24-point fourth-quarter explosion. Matthews looks to extend
his record to 3-0 versus
Villanova University. Wildcats
coach Andy Talley hasn't had as
much success, going 3-5 against
the Dukes during his tenure.

ItkX 433-9966
.RENTALS
A SALES

Tianna Love
Junior
Fredericksburg, VA

Areas Largest Selection of
In Stock Formal Wear & Accessories

IbtMlim CuumliuH

In just two weeks the
Madison Connection has raised:

Special Stude
Group Rates

$25,000
The Madison Connection is a learn ol student leaders ivrio call patents.
alumni and fnends of the university lor resources to enhance the
academic i athlete programs tor all JMU students
Check out our website for additional info or to apply online:

www.imu.edu/madisoiicuniicction
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Behind Valley Mall
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Senior writers
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Meghan Murphy
art director
30-14

Season total
Last week
Winning percentage .

You need to Gil
out a new
contract

9-2
682

(Tennessee at Baltimore
1 Green Bay at Tampa Bay
I Washington at NY Giants
■ New England at Miami
I San Diego at Cleveland

fif.

I Oklahoma at Texas
I Florida at LSU
I Northwestern at Ohio State
Jlowa at Purdue
I Georgia at Tennessee

56 E.Wolfe Street
Harrisonburg, VA
22802
(Next to Kline's
Dairy Bar)
540-433-3917

Baltimore
Green Bay
NY Giants
Miami
San Diego

Villanova

Villanova

Villanova

Villanova

Villanova

Texas
Florida
Northwestern
Purdue
Tennessee

Texas
Florida
Northwestern
•Iowa
Tennessee

Texas
Florida
Northwestern
Purdue
Tennessee

Oklahoma
Florida
Northwestern
Purdue
Tennessee

Oklahoma
Florida
Northwestern
Purdue
Tennessee

■i

373 N. Mason St.
Open untill 12 a.m. Weekdays, 1 a.m. Weekends

tOUP PlCl
BBQ, CHOICE

«2,*ttoJc/^,

Open Year Round
Hrs. Vary With
Season.
Hrs: Mon-Sat.
11-8
Sun. 12-6

Downf own: 433-3Q17
OF

3

SIDES

$4.50
Valid w/ Group* c

.568

Baltimore
Tampa Bay
NY Giants
Miami
San Diego

MEDIUM 1 TOPPING
SINGLE BREADSTICKS
2 LITER PEPSI

433-4800

.545

Baltimore
Tampa Bay
NY Giants
Miami
San Diego

_ _ _

$8.99

Richard Sakshaug
newsedtior
25-19
6-5

Jen Surface
style editor
24-20
8-3

Baltimore
Green Bay
NY Giants
Miami
San Diego

Due to popular demand, the amount ..I r,.™ available lor Ih* POTW's commentary has
been drastically reduced. You're welcome So here is a very short review of last «<. I

Coupon

.659

Drew Wilson
asst. sports editor
27-17
7-4
.614

Baltimore
Green Bay
NY Giants
Miami
San Diego

JMU at Villanova

You will not
paid!

II

Travis Clingenpeel
sports editor
29-15
8-3

The Longhom's committee picked her a M week and .1 hold ■* nr-l place, Mr Wils.»i b
.1- consistently average as ever and our guest predictor is none other than The Rock himself.

FREE

Free Membership

$1.50
Movie Rental

433.9181

■pea 7 days a week

CHEAP NIGHTS AT ACME
Use This Coupon For

|

• One FREE $1.50 Rental

|

expires 10722/01

_

I per student

Rt ii last (next to Wendy's, across from Pargos)

Strut your stuff

1.00
ANY SANDWICH OR
MEAL PURCHASE
Cupon

Expires Ocl 18.2001

$

We Specialize in:
•Cantonese

Dine-In or
Carry-Out
Cocktails
("mcring

•Szcchaun
•Mandarion Cuisine

"The Taste of the Orient"

Lunch and Dinner
Buffet Everyday
We always use the freshest ingredients.
Lunch: Mon.- Fri. $5.25, Sat & Sun. $6.25
Dinner: Mon. - Thurs. $7.95, Fri. - Sun. $8.95

OPEN

Suoday-Thursday
11:30 am-10 pm

.—

awnH

Friday & Saturday
11:30am- II p.m.

Uoway SM -

(540)564-1810
(540)564-1922

For Delivery,
call Dinner to Go
438-9993

f

%

We are STILl looking for talent

A*

Talent Jam
w/ Mitch Fatel
Thursday, Nov. 1
Show starts at 8:00 p.m.
Doors open at 7:00 p.m.

1790, # 120 E. Market St. • Harrisonburg, VA 22801 • (Next to Kroger)

Submit your audition tape, CD or
video to the UPB office in Taylor 203
(Original acts only, please)

Deadline extended
until October 10
$$$ Cash prizes $$$
1st place: $150
2ndplace:$125
3rd place: $100
.nrrmm noun am

For more info, call 568-6217
or visit www.upb.org

*fUPB
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Charity concert collects

uT

> * GS©t!

CHARITY, from page 13
a minimum of 300 to 400 tick- for the benefit
the people were' really atten- ets sold,'' UPB supervisor WM .lbove avertive," Burleson said DMJotaga Chris Stupp said. With a seat- age for an ewnt
"It would have been cool if ing capacity of 1,303, Wilson of this size
there had been more people, nol Hall could have brought in
The
night
Only for the show purpose, but more than S10.000. However, dOMd with a
for the benefit."
despite the less-than-expect- solid hut lessEarth to Andy kicked into ed turn out, the benefit raised cnthusiastn ptl
their set, and Ihe crowd a total of $971, including s"l
form.ince from
iwtlltd to il^ l.irgest and most in donations
hea d 1 i n e rs
energetic stale of Ihe night
Small Town Workers lead Everything. In I
Earth to Andy
guitarist
and spite of singer
was by far Ihe — £ 6 —
JMU
senior and
guitarist
most lively act
Devtn Malone ( luis
Honeyof the night,
/ appreciated the
said, "I am defi
cutt's efforts to |
whether rocknitely
disap- entice the crowd,
ing
to
Ihe people who did come potaiM ... I just the group's laid ,
sweet "Someout, and they had a don't under- back grooves
times" or the
stand that they wi'ivn t enough
dramatic "Still
good time...
wouldn't come to compete with
After
You,"
out
for
the Earth to Andy's
they provided
— Becky Ritchie causer he s.mi
perform..ni l
an
exciting
American Red Cro«
Sophomore
American
stage show and
Hiirergency Sen ice director i eslie Bourke Red Cross I nut
impeccable
Service
SARAH HERZ/iwff />/u>io>t>ui'hrr
7 7
"said she thought gency
Cral
vocal
har
* Honeycutt, of the band Everything,
the low turnout Director Becky
monies. "Any money for Ihe was due to a lack of promo- Rib hk *.is .»t the P«rforr"s in the "All Together One Benefit
cause is money they didn't tion. "I don't think that it was benefit to field Concert" Monday In VVIUon Hall.
have before." Earth to Andy's advertised enough, just a cou- questions and take donations, good time, and the students
lead singer Andy s.u.l
ple of flyers." Bourke said.
*! appreciated the people who who didn't, really missed a
' I was sure we would get
Stupp said UPB advertising did come out. and thev had a good time," she said.

tocnpilrd by Enn H<*nr>

The M*rfu) dodgerLeslie Berry. Friday 9-11 p.m.

The Biltmore
Deejay M> son. Thursday
Karaottei Friday
Deejayi Saturday

Finnigan's Cove
John Fritji Thursday
Jimmy Oi Tuesday
Andy Galla(hen Wednesday

Dave's Taverna
Jeremiah Prophets and Reverend Bill: Tuesday
Live Jam Wednesday

MaiTiJ+ree* bar < grid,
Ladies Night. Thursday
Ladies Nifhti Friday
Vanilla Ice. Ki.Theory. Sol Tribe. Saturday
Muelle and Made From Scratch. Tuesday
Regan s Cross. Weiden and Misguided.
Wednesday

Fashion designing fantasies materialize
FASHIO.W from page U
would inspire me to do the
work that I did." she Mid
Another aspect of Stroud's
display is the silver sound
system which played a jazzysounding compilation of s»\
eral deejays. The random,
chaotic quality in the music
enhances the mood of
Stroud's work.
Fashion designing is some-

■ c *% :*
Karaoke. Thursday
1.25 wings. Tuesday
Todd Schlabach. Wednesday
RYANPL'I)LOSKI/v«o»unln

a
Zirkle House is a good
forum to be able to
experiment with an
idea...
— Lindsev Slroud
senior

->9

thing Stroud has enjoyed and
been intrigued by since childhood. "This is my chance to do
it, but not for real," she -..nil
about her exhibit.
"Zirkle House is a good
forum to be able to experiment with an idea that I
wouldn't have been able to
actually produce."
Mir's
and
Stroud's
exhibits will be on display at

Zirkle House until Oct. 13.
The gallery is open Monday
through Thursday from noon
to 5 p.m., Friday and
Saturday from noon to 4 p.m.
and closed Sunday.
ZirfcJe House
Mon.-Thu. noon -5 p.m.
Fri, Sat. noon- 4 p.m.
closed Sun.

nBuy I Chicken Fingers Meal
r~+ Ii FREE
rnrr
Cet
,

Mys

(Includes Chicken Fingers and Choice of Fry)
Good at Harrisonburg. Waynesboro. Stuarts Draft
www.vaHeyarbus.com
i_.i«fn
*,uupun •- Expires
expires Sunday
ounaay Oct
UCI 7f
Limit -»4 Micao
meals yei
per coupon

PLU300
—

.

CH£6

G«rfl£
fart U<>r N\&*
THAT

CALLED

2 MILLION INVESTORS.
80 YEARS' EXPERIENCE.
1 WEIRD NAME.
HAA CRII h<n
| history of MM ;ing porH
s ti« Ihe world's sharpest minds
' '""■"' "'■'"' "'■■■•■■ strategies, and, .it Ihe wary lent, propa pronu
n
TIAA CRfFom oi call I 800 842.2776

With free personal
voicemail, at least you'll
get the whole message.
Managing money for people
with other thing* to think about;

j MTMfMKNT

U.SUK.NCI
-*..*»*■,.

M0TIJW ltM0%

Mgte

„„„,„ I „„,„ I

H I..*-- (,t I U

miimH1 mmmm

I I.**■>*• M*n

College Park-Ashby Crossing
1191 Devon Lane
432-1001

»

THIRSDAY, OCT.

FOR RENT
Upstairs 3 Btdroom Apartment
m McGayhesvtlle 10 minutes from
JMU. 1 1/2 baths, utilities
furnished and some appliances.
Secure, well lit parking, lease,
deposit. No pets. Available now.
$600/month. Call 24&11B4. 5:00
p.m. - 1100 p.m.

1M5 Laius SC-400 • Black/black
with gold tnm and an options 92K
miles, in eiceliant condition.
Comes with a 120H mile or 1.8
yea* warranty $19,995. Call Drew.
433-9263
Norrkctract. Ski MscMn. h» Safe
Paid $600: will sell for $175.
Call 8965364 or email,
roder mmatr|mi edu.

Spring ISMMM - 1 bedroom m
Gingerbread House. $290. 5
months Call 433-4790.

Votvo 74001 - sedan, white, fully
loaded, new tires. Eiceiient
condition and mileage. $4 900
Can 396-2163.

FOR SALE

Quality Sterao Equipment
TVs. answering maohrn* 56*2801

Camptrtar For Sara • 1MB PC. 17*
monrtor. Zip 100 drive. CO burnpspeakers, many design and
business programs. Call Wind}.
574-01U

HELP WANTED

Romantic
Clay
ar
Stan*
Caamafcoldsrsl Gift & Thrift. 227
N. Main
Ef»e* Stylus 740 Priatar - 11/2
yea's old Great condition New
color cartndge includec) $50. 080
4323345
Ugly Whlrtpool Automatic WaahaT$40. works well Delivery posstM
Betsy. 5663827

ftt Oat PaM for Your Opinion SS Earn $15 $125 and more per
survey www.mcviey4cWnrons.com
|aWon Oroap - Is seeking
upper class men for its lucrative
Management internship positions.
For
informat'on
go
towwwJrtWon.com prior to contacting
uabyphone 1800658-3847.
TIM

Mak* $3,000+ ay Christmas - 6
fun sales positions open at Valley
Mall. A*. $6 - $22/hr. 434-9934.
Esrn'up to SSOO Per Week
Msee*iing products at home. No
c.peitenoe. Info. 1-9654461700.
Dopt VA4806

! WANTED

Waitresses ana Cooks Needed Apply at Jess' Lunch. Must be
available to work lunches.
Sophomores and Jurwors preferred

Coach Wanted for Woman's Club
Lacresse Team - Fail and Spring
season 2001 2002 if interested
e-mal wclajiaTym edu

Fr*t»rnltl«». Sororities. Cluns.
Student Groups ■ Earn Si.000
$2,000 this semester with the
easy Campus fund*stser com 3 hour
fundrais*!*, event Does not involve
cecM card applications Rjndratsing
dates are Hang qmctdy. so eel today
Contact CBmpustunaralser.com
at 8889233238. or visit
www. campus/uodrarser.com

SERVICES
Academic
Analyst
free
consultation. Get your perfect
course schedule. Save time,
money Graduate early, extra
degrees. See Breeze Business
Directory. 5404303697

Computer Repair - Free home
visits. Free diagnosis and
rnstrucbon. 4303269.
"6ei mark this: There will be
tarriMa tJmee to the last days." (2
Timothy 3 1) Got Jesus? Free
tapes! P.O. Bo« 2311. Marrtsonburg.
VA 22801.

NOTICE
Inr moreinformarjoeaad
awstance retarding the
invruiserion of financing business
"Ppnmmliiev contact ihe Bettrt
Business Bureau, lac

1-800-533-5501

SPRING BREAK
#1 Spring Break Operated Check
our website for the best deals!
www.vagabondtours.com. Cancun.
Bahamas. Jamaica, and Florida.
Group organizers earn free trips and
cast). Call today! 1666BREAK-00
Spring Break 2002 - Travel with
STS. America's ai Student Tour
Operator to Jamaica, Meiico.
Bahamas, or Florida. Promote
trips orvcflmpus to earn cash and
free tnps informal on/Reservations
1*006484849a www sfs&svf" com

Spring Break Reps Needed to
promote campus trips. Earn $.
travel free! No cost We train you.

1800-3671252
www springbreakdirect com
AAAAI Spring Break Special si
Cancun and Jamaica from $389!
Air. hotel, free meals. Award
winning company' Group leaders
free! Fkywa vacations $1291
sw1najy0aMraveJ.com
16006786386
*1 Sprtag SVearh VacatJens • Best
prices guaranteed! Cancun.
Jamaica. Bahamas. & Fioridal look
early and reoeh* free meal pam Now
heirig campus reps' 1600-234-7007.
www. endle3SSummertours.com
Sprint Break Partyl indulge m free
travel food and parties with the
best DJs and celebrities m Cancun.
Jamaica. Maietian. and the
Bahamas Go to SiudentCfy.com.
call 1-800 293 1443 or email
•aMaenrtuOerrtcity.com

Wanted) Spring Braakersl Bpfl
Coast vacations wants to send
you on Spring Break to Cancun,
the Bahamas. Jamaica, or
Maiatian for (reel To find out
how. can 1-888-777-4642 or email
aaiesOsuncoastvacat ions com
AAAAI Early Specials I Spring
Break Bahamas Party Cruise! 5
days $279! includes meals,
parties. Awesome beaches,
nightlife' Departs from Florida! Get
group • go free' 1 800678 6386
spnngbreaklravei com
Act Now) Guarantee the best
Spring Break prices! South Padre.
Ca.icun, Jamaica. Bahamas,
Acapuico. Florida & Mardigras.
Reps needed... travel free, earn
$$$ Group discounts for 6*.
8006386203. wwwinsurerours.com

PERSONALS

SPRING BREAK 2002
two* Jaawka. Berwadea, Padre,
tlrfwwB, Sn^-li.v rWfcfa A Mow.
FREE MEALS for ■ hrmted wi*'1
FRFF penm md rvhmvr r>«m.'
VM •*• SVSSr>tASHTOU*S com
fbrdMBSSMsiJI I *i)42ft-7710
■IT'S AMI HRAINER."
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PA10 INTERNSHIPS
INK). SESSIONS
MONDAY

<>ct ». 7M* Showier kill Km ?:i
I-.*m hdf hour from Noon I (OSJI
RCJI life nijtl cipcrirIKC
Open to all miuon

Skydlvet One day first tandem
jumps from 2 1/2 miles up' 22
jumper aircraft JMU student
discounts' www. sAyoVvro'dng'e. com
1-877 DIVE SKY.
ADOPTION
Family wishes to adopt mfant We
M panjatstg m kjajfj m ,r <
want to share our Hves with
another child Win pay legal and
n adh i aaaaj aai PN <■>■■ ..«
Jack/Dianneat 160O77S6511

Subscribe to
The Breeze!
$30 'or third class mail
or $75 for first class mail.
you can receive a full year of
The Breeze!
Please send your name.
address & money to

The Breeze
James Madison University
Anthony-Sweeer Hall
MSC 6805
Harrlsonburg. VA 22807

Sell y<j>ur items in The Breeze classifieds!
Just $15 to run your ad until it sells or for the
entire semester (whichever comes first)!*
This offer is good September 10, 2001 through October 31, 2001 and only applies to advertising
in the "For Sale" section. Ads must be 20 words or less. Offer applies to individual items only,
Retail store; and businesses do not qualify for this special offer.
All ads are subject to Breeze approval.
Don't miss out on this great deal!
568-6127

Invest In your future
with Circuit City's

Corporate
Financial
Training
Program
Explore your possibilities with a
great Fortune 200 company!
Information Session
Monday, October 8, at 7pm
Sonner Hall Reception Hall
Free Refreshments!
Resume Drop Deadne
Tuesday, October 16
On Campus mtanrtews
Wednesday, November 7
For more
college recruiting information,
check us out online:
irnvw.rjircullcllycom/caraerconneoi
We promote a drug-free workplace and are an
equal opportunity employer.
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Reservations are
now being accepted
for 2002-2003.
Hurry Inl
Hurry on in before it's too late to sign with the biggest and best in off-campus housing! Sign
a lease with The Commons, South View, or Stone Gate apartments and you will get FREE
local telephone service, FREE ethemet, and FREE cable (over 45 channels) for one year!

The Commons
1068 N Lois Lane

431-0600
www.lbjlimited.com

Office Hours
Mon-Fri 8:30 am-530 pm

